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Abstract 

The metal adjacent to a weld is exposed to severe thermal events. As a result, 
complex changes in metallurgical structure occur in this region. By varying certain 
welding parameters, the weld joint strength can be optimized. Two conditions nec
cessary for hydrogen (cold) cracking of welds to occur are a susceptible microstruc
ture (i.e. hard), and the presence of sufficient diffusable hydrogen. Both of these 
conditions are strongly influenced by how the weld cools. A finite element model 
was developed, suitable for predicting the thermal history of welds. The model in
corporates temperature dependent thermal properties and latent heats. Arc energy 
is added as a heat flux density over a double ellipsoidal model of the weld pool. The 
model was used to obtain heat affected zone cooling times, allowing prediction of 
hydrogen cracking susceptibility. The predictions were verified with previous finite 
element and experimental studies. A parametric analysis was performed to find the 
influence of a number of weld conditions on cooling behaviour. Initial results from 
three-dimensional models indicated the relative safety, from cracking, of welded bar 
joints compared to plate joints. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

\Velding is one of the most important alld versatile means of fabrication available to 
industry. Its' widespread use includes the' assemhly of most large metal structures 
such as pipelines, cars, bridges and ships. 

Arc weldillg lias been used sillce about 1908. Prior to World \Var II, most 
arc welding was performed lIsing bare electrodes, and the early cellulosic-coated 
electrodes were not suitable for welding the alloy steels used in armour and aircraft. 
In the mid-40's, the role of hydrogell ill cold-cracking was recognized, and 'controlled
hydrogen', lime-coated ferritic electrodes were developed which facilitated welding 
of harden able steels. 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Weldability 

A weld can be defined as a localized coalescence, or fusion of metals. The fusion is 
induced by a moviug, localized intellse heaL source along the joint. The application 
of heat produces a variely of :;tructural, tllermal and mechanical effects on the metal 
being welded and on any nller additiolL 

The most commOldy uscd hcat source is the electric arc. It consists of a very 
hot plasma which radiates heilt to the work and the atmosphere, between a cathode 
and anode (the electrode ilnd the workpiece) which are heated by the bombardment 
of positive ion:; and electrons respectively. 

Wcldabilty is the capacity of a mclal to be welded under the fabrication condi
tions and to perform satisfactorily in tile intended service. It requires consideration 
of the notch toughness or Lhe sLeel Lo be welded because welded joints may provide 
notches at which fractures may initiate. Tile most important aspect of weldabilty is 
the ability to resisL hydrogell induced cold cracking in the weld heat affected zone. ' 
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The weldability is influenced by a complex interaction of factors. The main 
factors are the chemistry of the materials and tile thermal history they experience. 
Some of the inter-relationships hetween the factors are show in Figure 1.1. 

Microstructure 

Hydrogen 

Stress 

Chemical Composition of Steel 

Plate Thickness 
Welding Heat Input 

Environment 
Welding Material 

Welding ProceSs 

Shape of Welded Joint 

Inclusions 

Figure,!.l: Interaction or Factors Causing Cold Cracking 

1.1.2 Thermal History 

The critical first step in an accurate analysis of the physical behaviour of welds (in
cluding their weldability) is to calculate the transient temperature field. For a given 
material and joint geometry, the temperature field determines the size of the fusion 
and heat affected zones, the microstructure, residual stress, distortion and hydrogen 
content. The welding process is so complex that, to date, mathematical modelling 
has not contributed to modern welding technology. However, recent literature in 
computational weld mechanics shows that heat transfer in real weJding situations 
can be simulated accurately. The direct measurement of thermal data from welds is 
highly problematical, due to the physical limitations of the measurement equipment, 
so the thermal simulations are an invaluable tool. 

Nonlinear transient finite element allalysis provides an ideaJ numerical method 
for solving the equations of continuu1l1 mechanics for the complex geometries of 
welded structures, the temperature and history dependent constitutive equations, 
and the complex boundary conditions associated with welding arcs. 

Once the thermal history is determined, the final microstructure can be pre
dicted, and hence the susceptibilty to cracking. The levels of hydrogen present can 
also be estimated if the cooling cycle is known. 

1.2 Reason for Project 

Grade 430 reinforcing bar is a vanadium micro-alloyed steel produced by Pacific 
Steel Ltd. (NZS3402 1989). It alld tile other new grade, Grade 300, replace the 
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previous ones of structural grade 275, and high yield grade 380 (high carbon steel). 

Grade 430 is designed to provide high yield strength, high ductility, and low strain 
hardening rate. Because vanadium is used (mainly) to provide precipitation 
strengthening, reasonable strength is obtained, whilst keeping the carbon content low to 
allow (hopefully) good weldability. 

The composition of a typical Grade 430 reinforcing bar is given in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Example Composition for Grade 430 Reinforcing Bar 

C Si Mn S P Cr Ni W Mo Cu 
0.200 0.03 1.28 0.027 0.020 0.08 0.09 0.013 0~041 0.32 

The 'weldability' of both new grades is defined by a maximum carbon equivalent; 
the International Institute of Welding formula: 

Mn Cu + Ni Cr + Mo + V 
CE IIW = C + 6 + 15 + 5 (1.1 ) 

The maximum allowed is 0.51 %, but it is normally in the range of 0.45-0.50%. 

There already exists a New Zealand welding standard for the old Grade 275, but not 
the 380, because it had too high a percentage carbon, and therefore, wasn't considered 
weldable. At the beginning of this project, there was no welding standard corresponding 
to the new Grade 430 rebar. In the interim, Pacific Steel recommended the old welding 
standard I practices, subject to appropriate preheat obtained by referring to Australian 
Welding Research Association Technical Note 1. 

Technical Note I gives recommendations for the control of HAzt hardness and 
cracking, and hence strength and toughness of a weld. This is done through choice of 

v I 
welding energy input (Q 17 -\'- kJ/mm), and preheat temperature in relation to the 

expected weldment hydrogen level. 

The recommendations take the form of a series of nomograms for various joint types, 
sizes, heat inputs, electrode type and preheats. They are based on research data and 
service experience. The principle of the guidelines is that with a low carbon equivalent, 
and hence hardenability, and a cooling rate slow enough, a brittle structure (i.e. 
martensitelbainite) which would be susceptible to hydrogen cracking can be avoided. 

The problem with using the A WRA technical. note is that it is based on welded joints 
of plate which provide a much greater heat sink than bar (i.e. plate cools faster than bar). 
Consequently, the preheat requirements are very conservative. Also, weld trials 
performed by Pacific Steel have shown that the Grade 430 is readily weldable without 
any preheat and without low hydrogen electrodes. The HAZ hardnesses they obtained 

I Metal-Arc Welding of Grade 275 Reinforcing Bar - NZS4702 
t Heat Affected Zone. See Appendix A for Glossary of Terms. 
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were nearly all softer than 300 II,,; mostly around 210-260 H".2 They only fot}nd 
cracking in one of the specimens, by using a small electrode in the root run of a large 
fillet, then omitting the capping run (which would have tempered the root pass). 
Under the tensile tests, the 'lap' weld specimens all failed in the plain bar section 
(rather than the weld). 

It would be very helpful then, to be able to predict the weldability of welded joints 
of bar; especially in comparison to plate joints. Accurate predictions of thermal 
history would be an important first step in developing a new welding procedure or 
standard for the welding of bar. 

1.3 Outline of Report 

This report summarizes the research and experimental work performed in investi
gating the thermal modelling of welds of arbitrarily specified geometry and weld 
conditions. The ultimate aim was to be able to simulate the heating and cooling of 
bar welds such as those encountered in fabrication with reinforcing bar, and therefore 
to determine its weldability. 

An extensive literature review was undertaken to investigate work of a similar 
nature, and other subjects of relevance to wc1dabilty. A summary of the literature 
is provided in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 outlines some background theory of welding, and the related aspects 
of metallurgy and heat transfer. 

The development of the finite element model capable of accurate thermal simu
lation of welding is descrihed in Chapter 4. This illcludes a brief description of most 
of the work performed. 

Chapter 5 explains the test cases and results which were obtained whilst devel
oping the model. 

Chapter 6 is a summary of parametric studies performed using the finite element 
model to simulate a series of welds in two dimensions. A study was made to find 
the sensitivity of the thermal history to various welding conditions. 

Chapters 7 and 8 describe welds with conditions fairly representative of actual 
welds simulated in two, and three dimensions respectively. An attempt was made 
to correlate the results to existing welding standards. 

A brief appraisal of the results of the project and suggestions for further work 
are given in Chapter 9. 

2350 Hv is often used as the InaximuITI allowahle hardness to avoid cracking. 



Chapter 2 

Review of 

The weldability of steel has attracted a great deal of interest from researchers over the 
last 50 years. Their studies have used physical metallurgy. experimental results, 
models of the arc physics and other theoretical models to help predict weldability. My 
search of available literature was aimed at answering the following questions: 

1. How does one model welding to get accurate predictions of the temperature 
distribution? (Section 1) 

How detailed does the model need to be? (Sections 2.1 and 2.2) 
This is important, since the simplest model possible is required to make the 
predictions computationally tractable. Further, is it necessary to model the: 

.. Latent heat effects? 
411 Surface convection and radiation? 
.. Arc forces? 
e Weld pool convection? 
«II Temperature dependent thennal properties ? 

3. How does one use the temperature distribution predictions to detennine the 
weldability? (Section 2.3) 

2 .. 1 Modelling the Thermal History 

The metal adjacent to a weld is exposed to severe thennal events. As a result, 
complex changes in metallurgical structure occur in this region. These changes in 
structure depend upon the material and on the temperature history it experiences. 
With respect to hydrogen cracking, the susceptibility to cracking is closely related to 
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the volume of diffusible hydrogen present, which varies with the amount of time spent 
at high temperature. It is also knowll that rapid cooling through the transformation 
temperature1

, results in a hard, brittle structure, and heightens the risk of cracking. 
Knowledge of the temperature distribution in a weld joint over time, then, is essential 
for prediction of the welded state properties. 

Because of the difficulty in direct measurement of temperatures during welding, 
particularly under the surface, much research ha.<; been directed toward predicting 
the transient temperature distributions, from knowledge of the input parameters 
and conditions e.g. heat input, preheat temperature, joint geometry, etc. 

Prediction of the temperatures is accomplished by solving the governing (par
tial) differential equation of conductioll (Equatioll 3.2), subject to given initial ~nd 
boundary conditions. Two avenues are possible: the problcm can be idealized so 
that an analytical solution can be foulld, or the problem can be discretized and 
solved numerically, especially by finite difference or finite element methods. The 
next two sections review the published work using each of these approaches. 

2.1.1 Analytical Shnulation 

Early analytical e/Torts began in the 19:30's, applying Fourier conduction theory to 
simplified welds with a moving heat source. \·Vells [1] quotes Roberts [2] as giving 
the solution to heat conduction from a moving point source on an infinite sheet circa 
1923. However, Rosenthal [3J2 [4]3 is most often credited with the development of 
the moving point source solution. Tall [5] also quotcs Boulton and Lance Martin 
[6] as developing the equation independently of Rosenthal in the mid-1930's. Since 
Rosenthal, numerous similar analytical treatments have appeared, each extending 
the usefulness of the equations. A paper by Myers et al. [7] is frequently .. quoted 
for a comprehensive summary of analytical work, includillg the assumptions of each 
model. 

Rosenthal's method for temperature calculation is still popular, particularly for 
approximate, far field, conditions in plate welds. The results are acceptable when 
considering temperatures less than 20% of the melting point temperature. It con
tains a number of limiting assumptions. summarized as follows: 

• The material is solid at all times and at all temperatures. No phase changes 
occur. The material is isotropic and homogeneous. 

ell The thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat arc constant with tem
perature. 

1 Orten , the cooling time bet.ween 800 and 500°C is t.aken to be indicative of transformation 
cooling behaviour. 

21941: Infinite plates. 
31946: Thick and thin plat.es. 
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e There are no heat losses at the boundaries, i.e. the workpiece is insulated. 

• The workpiece is infinite except in the directions specifically noted (thick or 
thin plates), 

• Conditions are steady with time (quasi-steady state), i.e. in the middle of a 
long weld, plus heat input, travel speeds, etc. are steady. 

• The source of heat is (infinitely) concentrated in a zero-volume point, line or 
area. 

• There is no Joule (J 2 R electric) heating. 

Althougll the results show some correlation, they are not accurate in the critical 
area, in the HAZ, directly adj<Kent to the molten pool. Consequently, closed form 
solutions, stich as Rosenthal's. do not yield any information about the fused zone or 
heat affected zone size and shape. 

Much morc recently (198:3), Eagar and Tsai [8] extended Rosenthal's model by 
using a Gaussiall distributed heal source. Seeking lo improve upon the Rosenthal 
model predictions for weld bead size, and lo gain more information on weld bead 
shape, Eagar and Tsai used a quasi-steady, moving disc source to good effect. Apart 
from the heal source, the model preserved all of the assumptions of Rosenthal's 
model. They justified such a model by reasoning that Rosenthal's analysis is not 
changed markedly if temperature dependent properties are used [9]:' Also, Malmuth 
[I 0] found latent heat to have only a minor effect,s So Eagar and Tsai improved 
upon the point source assUll1ptiOIl. which they considered the worst point of the 
Rosenthal analysis, but fOlilid that: 

One of the difficulties with distributed source theory is a 'priori prediction 
of the value of the distributioll parameter (J'. 

Eagar and TS3i also claimed they had investigated the variation of the (J' parameter 
(i.e. the 'size' of the Gatlssiall disc) with welding conditions in a subsequent paper 
[11 J. 

In another recent paper, Vishllu alld Easterling [12] used Rosenthal theory, mod
ified to descrihe non-quasi-stationary state welding, as well as using a surface disc 
heat source. This was used to investigate pulsed welding, where the current, and 
therefore the heat input, is pulsed between two constant levels.6 

Christensen et al. [I:3J made studies, both experimental and analytical, of the 
heat source distribution and heat trallsfer efficiency in Ml\1A. SAW, MIG, and TIG 

4Applies only to analytical solutions sllcll as Rosenthal's. 
5 Applies only to analytical solutions such as Rosent hal's. 
6Vishnu and Easterling cOllcludecl it should be possible t.o use pulsed welding as a means of 

refining the grain structure of as solidified weld metaL 
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welding. Single beads were deposited on heavy pieces of steel and aluminium, using 
the different welding methods, and the results were summarized in dimensionless 
form for comparison to Rosenthal (point source). 

The dimensionless graphs developed provide a gellcral method for prediction of 
fused and recrystallised ZOlle cross-sections. The predicted values are usable over 
a wide range of conditions and material properties. 'i Similar, less reliable, graphs 
were derived for zone widths. Prediction of penetration was not possible, as it varied 
widely with the welding method. Measurement of temperatures was also attempted 
using thermocouples inserted into the plates, but accurate prediction of temperature 
fields was not possible, except for poi Ilts sufTicicntly remote from the heat source. 

~-

Christensen et al. also estahlished average arc efficiency values for MMA, SAW 
and MIG type welding, but wide variations occurred ill TIG welding. An arc effi
ciency of 80% was found to be average for l\Hvl A weldillg. 

An alternative approach 'was suggested by Blodgett in the early 1980's [14J. He 
used a computer to numerically iJltegrate tll(~ solution to Fourier conduction through 
concentric 'rings' of constant temperature. The techllique allowed two-dimensional 
analysis of simple shapes and included temperature dependent property effects. 

An analysis began by using an a priori determined weld pool geometry at the 
melting point temperature of the steel. then allowing it to cool, spreading heat 
energy into the surrounding 'ring' elements. The fusion zone is assumed to have 
melted in an instant, or else, some other arbitrary heating cycle is specified. 

Blodgett checked radiation and convectioll effects, and found them to have only 
a slight influence on his model. The model showed fair agreement to some experi
mental results of Signes [15J. Ho\\,ever, the need to specify the fusion zone size and 
the heating cycle limits the applicability of the results. 

2.1.2 Numerical Methods Sin1ulation 

Due to the complexity of the fundamental thermal equations and the heat distri
bution, as well as latent heat effects and Ilonlillcarities associated with temperature 
dependent thermophysical properties, Ilumerical techniques have been developed in 
recent years for weld thermal analysis. Both fillite difference and finite element 
formulations have been used to solve the thermal systems. \Vith the increased pop
ularity and scope of numerical methods since the mid-1960's, the finite element 
method, especially, is often used for thermal simulation. 

Tekriwal et al. [16J performed a "comprehensive literature survey", and concluded 
that a finite element technique is best suited for simulating the weld thermal cycle, 
reasoning that it competed well with f1nite difference methods, allowing complex 
boundaries, and allowed subsequent analysis of residual stress and distortion. 

'The results of Christensen et al. can ollly be applied Lo heavy plates. 
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The teclmique of using FEM to solve transient heat conduction problems was 
formulated by Wilson and Nickell [17] around 1965. 

Heat Source Models 

Early efforts at numerical analysis of welding improved greatly upon the analytical 
treatments of the past with respect to zone size and temperature predictions. 

Pavelic et al. [18] were the first to use the Gaussian disc distributed heat flux to 
represent the arc energy. This model of the incident flux on the surface (or as a surface 
heat source) has become the most widely used. The heat input is represented as follows: 

q(r) = q(O)e-
Cr~ 

(2.1) 

where r is the distance from the centre of the heat source and q(O) and C are constants 
determined by the magnitude and distribution of the heat input. The heat input from the 
arc, Q. can be found from the welding conditions and a characteristic radius, rH is 
arbitrarily set so that 95% of the heat flux is deposited within rHo Equation 2.1 then 
becomes: 

() 
3Q -{;:J' 

qr=--2e 
mil 

(2.1a) 

Pavelic's model consisted of a two-dimensional plate, subject to GTA welding, and 
allowed for temperature dependent properties, radiation and convection from the 
surface. The equations were solved using the finite difference method. Comparison with 
experimental results showed the peak temperatures predicted, to be within 10%. Pavelic 
et al. surveyed early studies on the distribution of energy in the arc. The major 
conclusion drawn was that; 

Since electrons are drawn to the anode and are the main carriers of current in 
electric arcs, the heat flux due to the electron flow is the most important part 
of heat transfer at the anode.s For stationary arcs the heat flux is radially 
distributed and the function describing it is similar to the normal distribution 
function. 

Other works of note using a similar heat source are those of Friedman [19], Krutz 
and Segerland [20] and Andersson [21]. 

Friedman used FEA to model a two-dimensional (longitudinal) butt weld, examining 
both temperature distribution and residual stress. The latent heat of fusion was included 
by direct iteration, which Friedman said was better than the customary method of adding 
a peak to the temperature dependent specific heat. 

Krutz and Segerland also used a Pavelic disc source and FEM modification to 
predict with accuracy the temperature distribution in the fusion zone and the heat 
affected zone. The predictive ability was superior to a Rosenthal-type analysis. Krutz 
and Segerland concluded that the fusion line (or the melting point isotherm) and 

8 In welding processes where filler metal is added, electron flow is not as important 
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plate surface intersection is an "acceptable location" to use ill estimating the critical 
cooling time. 

Friedman and Krutz and Segerland suggested all alternatiYe form of the Pavelic 
disc, where the coordinates move with the source, i.e. a quasi-steady system. The 
equation for the incident flux becomes 

(2.2) 

Friedman and Glickstein [22] utilised fillite clement methods to obtain an ap
proximate solution for the transient thermal cycle ill tile GTr\ welding process using 
a distributed heat source model. Agaill w;il1g a fillite element method,I\rutz ~nd 
SegerIand [20J implemented Friedman's lH'at SOlll'C(, distribution model, including 
the latent heat and surface heat loss, to predict the temperature distribution and 
strength of the weld from the metallmgical standpoint. 

Andersson analyzed a more realistic sit.uation lIsing finite element analysis; that 
of a butt weld of steel, using SAW. Latellt heat was illcorporated into the specific 
heat, giving a peak over 1480 to 1530 0 e. The distribution of temperatures corre
lated well, but residual stress predictions showed only qualitative agreement with 
experiment. Andersson also concluded that a two-dimensional analysis is often suf
ficient, except for low speed, high Ileal input welds, or for welds that are not axially 
symmetric. In such cases, a full, three-dimellsiOlJaI allalysis is usually required. 

For welding situations where the effective depth of penetration is small, the 
surface heat source of Pavelic, Friedman. and Krutz and Segerland has been quite 
successful. The surface disc of flux does noL however, account for the rapid transfer 
of heat in the mol ten pool. 

An improvement upon the disc source was to distribute the input flux through 
the molten zone, simulating the heat trallsfer due to convection in the molten pool, 
and reflecting the digging action of the arc. 

Paley and Hibbitt [23] use an effective volul1le somce, distributing the heat flux 
constantly through the molten zone, as did Westby [24] who used finite difference 
analysis. 

In the mid-1980's Goldak et al. [2.5, 2G] proposed a 'double ellipsoid' configura
tion. It can act as a 'superset' of the previous models. The disc of Pavelic et al. and 
the volume source of Paley and Hibbert and \Ve8tby can be constructed as special 
cases of the Goldak double ellipsoidal mode\. When used with FEA the model is 
capable of predicting shallow or deep penetration and even asymmetric welds (e.g. 
strip electrodes). By juxtaposing two quarter ellipsoids (see Figure 3.2), it is possi
ble to prescribe different fractions of the net input ahead and behind the electrode 
centre. The spreading of the thermal load through the ellipsoidal volume proved to 
more accurate than surface disc sources, yieldillg excellent agreement with practical 
welds. 
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Goldak et al. found that the best accuracy was achieved when the ellipsoid size and 
shape were matched to the weld pool dimensions. They recommeriaed taking the size 
either from experimental measurements, or using the non-dimensional technique (sic) 
of Christensen et al. [13]. 

Finite Element Analyses 

Wilson and Nickell [17] were the first to perform transient thermal analysis, but gave 
only very simple. one-dimensional. examples of its use. 

Of the early studies made of welding, that of Hibbit and Marcal.[27] is significant. 
They attempted to model the welding and subsequent loading of a fabricated steel 
structure. Temperature dependent properlies were used, and the latent heat of fusion 
was included in the specific heat, giving a uniform release of heat over the range of 
temperature of the phase change. Stepwise addition of finite volumes of filler was 
performed by adding several elements (at constant temperature) per step. The heat 
input was added uniformly to the surface layer and ramped up and down linearly to 
simulate arc 'run-in' and 'run-off. Comparison to bead on plate tests showed that the 
model was capable of fair thermal prediction, but rather poor prediction of residual 
stress and creep. 

The contribution of Goldak et al. to heat source models has already been 
mentioned. They illustrated their new model [26] by analysing a two-dimensional 
submerged arc weld, and comparing it with the experimental results of Christensen et 
al. [13]. The other example chosen was an electron beam weld. Both examples 
showed good agreement. 

Tekriwal et al. [16] performed a three-dimensional FE analysis of TIG welding with 
temperature variant properties, latent energy in specific heat. convection and 
radiation. They used a Gaussian profile ,for the arc flux distribution, and tested an 
example. of a TIG welded plate joint. They used the 8-noded brick elements of 
ABACUS9

, which they recommend for analyses with latent heat effects. 

It was found that the shielding gas of TIG welding enhanced the convective heat 
loss from the surface. The arc efficiency used was 1] = 0.8, determined 
experimentally, and compares favourably with the same value (80%) found by 
Christensen et al. To verify their results, a comparison of dimensions of the FZ, the 
HAZ, and dendrite arm spacing was made with experimentally obtained values. The 
predictions were accurate, but Tekriwal et al. concluded that their model "relies on an 
accurate representation of input heat distribution and effective values of the 
thermophysical properties". 

Tekriwal and Mazumder [28] went on to investigate the effect of torch angle and 
shielding gas flow on TIG welding using a mathematical model. It was found that 

9 ABACUS is a finite element software package. 
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both shielding gas flow rate and the mcled emissivity both have negligible effect on 
the cooling of a TIG weld. This was also observed by Krutz and Segerland. The 
torch angle has a definite efrect on penetratioll. with a trailillg angle giving a high 
and narrow bead. Tekriwal and .Maztlmder suggested it may be possible to use the 
torch angle to control the penetration (or the width to depth ratio of the bead). 

In a subsequent paper, Tekriwal and f-.faztlll1der [29J extended their model to 
three dimensional transient analysis of Gi'vlr\\V, i.e. with the addition of filler metal. 
This was apparently the "first 3D, trallsient, moving heal source heat transfer analy
sis for the GMAW process". The filler material was added stepwise as new elements. 
They used the model to analyze a one illch long butt weld of plate, and managed 
close agreement with experimental results. 

Tekriwal and Mazumder recomnH'Il<l that at least 5 to () Hodes should be placed 
under the arc beam radius (in a circular Gallssiall profile) for steel materials, in order 
to track the peak temperatures accurately. To delineate the HAZ and FZ boundaries, 
Tekriwal and Mazumder used the 1000 I\: (727°(') and 1755 K (1482°C) isotherms 
respectively. Also of significance is their cOllclusioll that the HAZ grows in size even 
after the arc is shut ofr. This implies that a <Juasi-steacly-state analysis would not 
be sufficiently accurate. 

Recently, Ule et aL [30] made use of til(' double ellipsoidal configuration (sic), 
modelling GTA welding using a finite difference tllC'thocl. They accounted for tem
perature dependen t thermal properties and latellt heats of phase transformations. 
Convective and radiative surface thermal conditiolls were also included. Ule et al. 
used their model to st udy the effect of weld track misaligmnenl and inclusions on 
the weld properties. 

2.2 Modelling the Weld Pool 

In the vast majority of heat flow analyses, no allowance has been made for convective 
heat flow in the molten weld pool. Gellerally, a qualitative representation is made 
using an efrective thermal conductivity, to simulate the enhanced heat transfer. 
With temperature dependent thermal cotlductivity, this means that a step change 
in conductivity occurs at temperatures hotter thall the melting point. The problem 
of quantitatively modelling the weld pool, though difficult. has attracted increasing 
interest in the last decade. 

2.2.1 Weld Pool Convection 

Experimental studies have been conducted by Heiple et al. [31], finding the efrect of 
surface active agents Oil weld penetration. 

A thorough mathematical model was first proposed, tllOugh, by Oreper et a1. [32]. 
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They described two dimensional weld pool convection and heat flow in stationary . . 

arc (GTA) weld pools, using a priol'i specified current and flux distributions and 
pool shape. Their model of pool convection accounted for three driving forces: 

Buoyancy force caused by temperature gradients in the weld pool. 

Surface tension due to temperature gradients at the free surface, and surface ac
tive elements. 

Lorentz force or electromagnetic forces due to the interaction of the magnetic field 
(generated by the divergent current path) and the current. 

Oreper et al. showed that convectioll can, but does not always influence the weld 
pool shape. Surface tension forces were found to be dominant in many instances . 

. I~ou and \\lang [33] extended the work of Oreper et al. to more practical use, 
allowing finite thickness workpieces, <md obviating the need to specify the pool shape 
a p1'iori. The efforts of Kou and Wang were still limited to GTA type welds (without 
filler addition) and required (I pl'iori knowledge of arc efficiency,lO incident current 
flux and heat flux.1l The assumptiolls of laminar flow (valid since flow size is small), 
flat free surface, and allowing full or partial penetration proved sound for the GTA 
welding of aluminium test cases which were compared with the fusion boundary 
data of Heiple et al. 

Tsao and \\lu [34] extended the convection model to GMA welding i.e. with filler 
addition. They used the finite difference method to analyze the influence of spray 
transfer frequency on the weld pool configuration and found that it dominated the 
weld pool shape (rather than buoyallcy or surface tension), creating deeper (finger) 
penetration. 

Lu and Kou [35] experimentally llleasured the heat content of droplets in GMA 
welding of aluminium and ident.ified two distinct transfer modes in normal (i.e. not 
short circuited or pulsed) Gl\1A welding: 

Globular transfer characterised by low current, high volume transfer, and low 
frequency of droplet transfer. 

Spray transfer characterised by high current, low volume, and high frequency. 

They found that the heat content and temperature of the aluminium filler wire 
droplets increased with increasing current, with less increase at high currents since 
the spray drops are close to boiling temperature. 

Tsai and Kou [36] investigated mathematically the assumption of a flat pool 
surface by describing the Marangoni (or surface-tension-driven) convection in weld 

10 Arc efficiency wa.s determined frolll calorimeter measurements. 
11 Kou and Wang applied heat flux 1.0 the surface as a circlliar Gaussian distributed source. 
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pools. They calculated the pool surface and fusioll boundary using orthogonal curvi
linear coordinates. Their finding was that if the surface tension temperature coef
ficient (;;) is positive, the pool deptll call be significantly overestimated if pool 
surface is assumed flat. 

Mills and Keene [37J made a comprehcllsive review aud evaluation of recent 
literature concerning TIG and la.<;er welding mathematical models for predicting 
weld pool profile (i.e. pool convection and tcmperatul·e). They presented a table 
outlining the key features of each model. 1\1ost models considered used the finite 
difference technique. Mil.ls aIld Keene found that all the mathematical models based 
on convective flow in a TIG weld pool errecti\'ely cOllie to the same conclusion: 
depending on magnitude of the surface tension gradient (;~;.) and the temperature 
gradient (~~), the thermocapillary flow ill tite fluid is the major factor controlling 
weld pool velocities and shapes. This is not tlte case wllel1 filler metal is accounted for 
in other welding processes, but for TIG welds, surface tellsion must always be taken 
into account. Buoyancy forces ill tIl(' weld pool have been shown to be relatively 
unimportant. 

Of the models surveyed by 1dills ami Keelle, the predicted trends based on the 
assumption of laminar flow agreed reclsonably well with experimental observations. 
However, most models assumed a horizontal. flat surface to the pool, and so can't 
account for agitation or rippling. l\'lills alld Keelle cite the model of Zacharia et al. 
[38] as one apparently capable of predicting surface deformation effects. It has been 
observed that 1 in addition to the fluid flow in the weld pool, the surface of the weld 
pool develops a swirling motion . 

. 3 Prediction Using ElTIpirical Equations 

The most commonly used device for cOlltrolling the microstructure in the HAZ is a 
carbon equivalent formula (CE). A Glrboll equi\'itlellt is an attempt to relate crack
ing tendency to metal composition. Car bOil equivalent.s are usually based on either 
cracking test data '01' the microstructure hardness aftcr wclding. 12 The contribution 

of common alloying element.s to hardeuability is determined empirically. Carbon is 
normally the major contributor, whilst the other elcl11C'nts are expressed as fractions, 
reflecting their smaller influence on transformation kinetics. 

The most frequently tls('d and most dlll'able carbon equivalent formula is that 
of the International \Velding Institute (11 W) fWIll 1967. It is used principally in 
Europe and the United States, an.d is often referred to simply as CE; 

l"dn ell + Ni Cr + tvJo + V 
CEIlW = C + G + 15 + .5 (2.3) 

12 A HAZ with a hardness of greater than :350 Ih is higl&ly susceptible 1,0 cracking. 
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\¥herc the symhols represent the weight percentage of the elements. 

The major contrihution to CE is provided by tlJe elements carbon and manganese 
i.e. C + Mn/6. The formula originates principally from earlier work by Dearden and 
O'Neill in 1940 [39J. 

The British standard for welding, BS5135'3, is based on work by Cottrell and 
Bradstreet in the 1950's. Cottrell described the development of the Controlled Ther
mal Severity cracking test (CTS) [40J. The cooling rate at 300°C was determined 
as a critical factor in initiation of hard-zolle cracking. The CTS test was used to 
derive an empirical equation relating cooling rate at 300°C in the hard zone, with 
fillet size and geomctJ"'Y, to give a weldability index. The weld joint geometry was 
accounted for hy a The1'mal Sevl'1'ity Number (TSN).'·\ .~ 

Subsequently, Cottrell and Bradstreet [41J compared the cooling rates in typical 
arc-welded rolled sections, witll existing CTS tests. They found a "good approxi
mation to the cooling rate at 300°C can be calculated from the joint geometry and 
heat input (fillet sizer. 

Cottrell and Bradstreet also extended the CTS testing to examine the effect of 
preheat. It was found that the critical cooling rate at 300°C to cause cracking varies 
with the initial plate temperature i.e. the preheat. Nevertheless, if a critical cooling 
rate is established for plate at room temperature, an extra safety margin is obtained. 
Another conclusioll was that great.er hardnesses can be tolerated in preheated welds 
without hard-zone cracking. 

The recommended minimum preheat for a range of welds (given a weldability 
index and TSN of a joiJlt) t1sillg empirical equations were presented in another paper 
by Cottrell and Bradstreet [42J, and formed the basis of BS5135. 

In Japan, Pcm is used in preference to other carbon equivalents. Ito and Bessyo 
[43J proposed the Pem formula in 1968, which has C + Mn/20, so carbon becomes, 
relatively, a more important contrihutor to hardellability than in CEuw . The Pem 
formula is gi ven by 

Pem _ C Si Mn Cli Ni Cr Mo ~ 
- ,+ :30 + 20 + 20 + 60 + 20 + 15 + 10 + 5B (2.4) 

Yurioka et aL [44], reasoning that CEnw is applicable if the carbon content is 
greater than 0.18 w1%, whilst Pcm is applicable for carbon less than 0.16 wt%, 
created an alternate formula for wide application. Their formula is CEN and is 
given by 

CEN = C A(C) (Si 1\'111 Cu Ni Cr + ~10 + Nb + V B) + ')'1 + I: + 1- + <)0 + - + 5 _ v ,'] _ :.:> 

13BS5135: "Process of arc welding of carboll aud carbon manganese steels" 
14TSN = 1 represents the heat. flow thl'OlIgh aile 1/4 illCh thick plate, 

(2.5) 
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where 

A(C) = 0.75 + 0.25tanh[20(C - 0.12)J 

The trend in steel production has been towards lower carbon contents, and also 
to use specific micro-alloy additions. The influence of these factors is considerable. 
Consequently, many new formulae have appeared accounting for the additions e.g. 
Ito et at [45] 

In 1984 Cottrell [46J derived and validated a weldability equivalent \~'E, which 
is essentially a formula predicting the influellce of elements on hardness. Cottrell 
reviewed some earlier efforts, and thell described the requirements for an all encom
passing carbon e(luivalent. The formula he dC'rived considers hardness as well as 
weldability, the influence of carbon and other elements, the influence of elements 
as they vary with carbon content, amI the coolillg rate. Both llAZ hardness and 
weldability depend on the HAZ metallurgical structure which, in turn, is controlled 
by the composition and cooling rate o\'er 800 to 500°C (the transformation range). 
Weldability is further influellced hy the cooling rate at 300°C, which has a consid
erable effect on weldability. 

The resulting formulae showed superior prediction of hardness to two previous 
researchers' efforts that Cottrell cited. The WE with cooling rate index proved to 
be superior to CEIlW for the choseH test cases. \VE is given by 

In a more recent publication (1990), Cottrell [<17J outlaid an improved prediction 
method, as a proposed revision of BS.51 :3.5. The formulae and nomograms provided 
rely less on a critical hardness concept, and accol1lmodate lower temperature effects 
(cooling rate at 300 0 C) and the influence of inclusions. The data used to find the 
empirical relations are obtained from CTS tests. Using this method Cottrell was 
able to predict weldability with three times less scatter than the existing standard. 
The two formulae used in the proposal are a carbon weighted equivalent; 

CEw (2.7) 

and an inclusion equivalent; 

IE = 60S + 5Si 2 + lOOAl-1SAI 1
/

2 
- 7000AI 3 + 40Ti (2.8) 
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Hart and Harrison [,'18, 49], in the late 1980's, analyzed the relative effect of a 
num ber of elclllcnts 15 ill carboll- m ilngallese steels on: .. 

1. HAZ hardenability 

2. HAZ hydrogen cracking using CTS tests (restrained fillet crack test) 

CElIw was found to be adequate except for carbon contents of less than 0.40% 
C, and Hart and Harrison noted that although widely used, "the IIW formula is 
being increasingly called into question". Sevcral reasons for an improved formula 
they gave were: 

• The trend to lower carbon contents. higher manganese content steels than in 
the 19-10's when Dearden and O'Neill developed CEo 

(8 The advent of lillepipc steels, witii high alloy but low carbon content. 

o Other steels such as low alloy steel and accelerated cool plates . 

.. Also, the V J.5 factor given by Dearden and O'Neill is based on just one steel 
with 0.14% V, amI t1w Cujl:3 factor depends on the copper content being 
greater than 0.5%. 

Hart and Harrisou derived formulae to give critical cooling times for various 
hardness limits. It was [ound that the contribution of vanadium varied from -¥ to 
+¥. An example formula is 

( 
l\ln V Ni MO)" 

log !).lS5 = ;3.7 C + 13 + "6 + 40 + 10 - 0.31 (2.9) 

For a typical grilde 4:30 rebar, this implies a critical cooling time of about 6.8 seconds. 

Recently Kasuya and Yuriokil [50J proposed a new parameter; CEN*, given by 

CEN* = aCEN + b (2.10) 

They found that the ambient temperature (or the holding temperature after 
welding) strongly affects the cold cracking susceptibility of a welded steel. They de
cided upon T100 (cooling time to 100°C) as a good index for cracking susceptibility, 
which agrees approximately witll Cottrell'5 :300°C cooling rate factor. 

Another recent investigation is that of Uwer and Hahne [51,52]' who analyzed 
a large selection of crack test results to obtain some quite general empirical equa
tions. Their carbon equivalent, CET [51], proved reliable when compared to others 

15Elcmcnts include: C, Mn, Ni, I\'I 0, and V. 
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such as CEllw, CEI\l and P cm, al though they adm it tlte data for some elements 
are insufficient. They found that CEil\\, underestimates the contribution of carbon 
compared to the others. CE'T is givell by 

CET C Mil + 1\10 Cr + Cu Ni 
= + 10 + 20 + 40 (2.11) 

Uwer and Hahne combined CET with empirical equations predicting the influ
ence of plate thickness, hydrogen COli tent and beat input 011 cold crackillg behaviour. 
Their final equation specifics a minimum preheat temperature for plate joint welds. 
The equation is l6 

To(OC) = 700CET + 160tallh (3~) + 62HDo.35 + (.53(CET - 32)(J) 330 (2.12) 

Where d represents the plate thickness [mm], 
Q is the heat input [kJ], 
HD is a measure of the hyclrogf'll content of the weld. 

Equation 2.12 predicts closely (or conservatively) for the crack test results used. 
Uwer and Hahne suggested that a better experimental confirmation of the effect 
of the hydrogen content in the weld metal and the effect of heat input would be 
desirable. 

Equations like that of Uwer and Iiollllc could be very useful for general predic
tions, but are limited to cases similar to those already tested, and cover only a small 
range of weld joint configuratiolls. 

Yurioka and Suzuki [53] have published a wide ranging paper covering the hy
drogen assisted cracking of carbon-manganese steels. They summarized the leading 
mechanisms proposed to explain the hydrogen el1lbrittlcment of steel. Yurioka and 
Suzuki went on to present an explanation of the micro-alloy element effects on weld
ability, A similar but more thorough cxplanatioll of thc illfluence of alloying elements 
on hardenability has been given by GI'Ollg alld l\latlock [.54]. 

Yurioka and Suzuki also made a survey of carbon equivalents and presented a 
concise summary in a table. They cOIlc\uded fl'OIl1 the survey that Pcm is suitable 
for low alloy steels, CEnw type parameters are suitable for steels with greater than 
0.17% carbon, and CEN is applicable for a wide variety of C0111positions. 

In general, it has been observed that the existing trencl toward low carbon equiv
alent (low carbon) steels is greatly reducing the risk of llydrogen cracking. 

16Add 25°C if usillg SAW. 



Chapter 3 

ackground Theory 

3.1 Welding 

3.1.1 Welding Processes 

The most widely used of all the fusion welding processes is manual metal arc welding 
(M1V1A). Sometimes known as stick (electrode) welding, MMA is cheap and versatile. 
It uses flux coated consumable electrodes. The electrodes are 415mm in length, and 
are commonly 2.5-6.0 mill in diameter. ]'vlMA welding uses currents in the range of 
50-350 Amperes. 

Figure 3.1 is a diagrammatic representatioll of the MlvlA welding process. Heat
ing is provided by the resistance to current 1 How. A plasma arc is struck between the 
electrode and the workpiece and impinges on the surface of t.he workpiece. Molten 
metal droplets from the electrode are carried by the arc and are added to the molten 
pool in the weld joiJlt. The melting and vaporization of the flux coating provide a 
protective shield from the atmosphere. 

Other welding processes employ different methods of preventing oxygen from 
entering the molten weld. SllbllllTgfd arc (SA) welding uses a separate slag feeding 
process. A protective atmospllere can also be generated, such as in metal-inert gas 
(MIG) welding. Altematively. welding can be carried out in a vacuum, as in electron 
beam welding. 

3.1.2 Heat Input 

The essential consequence of the arc formed in welding is its heating effect, allowing 
fusion of the metals being welded. The heat input of the welding process is one of 

lMl\IA call use DC or AC circuits bUI AC is more common. 
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weld fume 

-' ·_fh.x coar,ng (s,llca'es Dx,des.et:; 

solldlf led weld __ 

Figure 3.1: The Manuall\letal Arc \\'elding Process (Easterling [55]). 

the governing factors \'\lith regard to the thermal cycle. The heat input is usually 
expressed per unit length of weld, ill k.J/llJllI. aud is given by the following equation: 

where: Q 
11 
I 
v 

Vxl 
Q = kJ/mm 

v x 1000 

heat input (kJ /mm) 
welding voltage (V) 
welding current (A) 
velocity of deposition (m/s) 

(3.1 ) 

The voltage is a measure of tlte gap betweell tIle clllOde and cathode. With 
increasing voltage (and therefore gap) the width of tilt' weld is decreased and the 
penetration is decreased. The current flow determiues the penetration of the weld; 
greater current gives mort' weld bead pelletratioll. 

Overall, as the heat input illcreases. tlte size of the HAZ is increased, and the 
cooling rate of the weld is decreased. Typical ranges of heat input for some of the 
common weld processes are given in Table 3.1. 

TabJe 3.1: Ileat Inputs for Various Welding Processes 

Process 
l\,IMA 
MIG 
TIG 
SA 
Electroslag 

Heat Input (kJjmm) 
0.5-;3.0 
0 . .5-;3.0 
0.3-1.5 

1.0-10.0 
,5.0-50.0 
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3.2 Heat Transfer 

Once the overall heat input is known, two other things must be known before the 
thermal cycle can be determined: The distribution of the heat input as it is applied, 
and how the heat ellergy is dispersed after it enters the weld. The heat distribution 
due to arc weldillg has beell successfully modelled using a double ellipsoidal config
uration, which is described ill Sectioll 3.2.2. The heat is dispersed from the weld 
zone, primarily through conduction into the surrounding material of the workpiece. 
The conduction depends on the thermal properties of the metal (namely the specific 
heat and the thermal {;onductivity), the geometry of the weld joint, and the ambient 
temperature (preileat) of the metal surrounding the weld joint. Heat conduction can 
be described by solving the Heal Eq1lation. which is described in Section 3.2,1. 

3 .1 The Heat Equation 

The temperature field, 1'(.1', y, ::, t), is a function of spatial coordinates, (x, y, z), and 
time, t. It satisfies the following parabolic differential equation, the heat equation, 

at every point ill the domain: 

or: 

Q(x, y,::, t) 

P 
l,(T) = 

cp(T) 

'J/.oT m·~)T al • 8T aT 
(. " 'J.' iJy I. [J--a(l + -'-)' -' + -a - + Q = PCp-at 

.1' (. Y ::: 

source or sink rate of heat in domain (W /m3
) 

density (kg/1ll 3
) 

thermal conductivity (\\' /m °C) 
specific heat (J/kgoC) 

Because l: and Cp are functions of T, Equation 3.2 is non-linear.2 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

On the boundary of the domain, either the essential or natural boundary condi
tions must be satisfied. The essential boundary condition can be defined as: 

T(.l',y,::,t) = T)(:r,y,z,t) (3.4) 

(x, y, z) are points 011 the boundary for times after t O. 

The natural boundary condition call be defilled as: 

2If the term Q is rerlloved froll! Equation 3,2, it becomes the FOILrier Equation. 
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(x,y,z) are points on the boundary for times after t = O. 

q(x, y, z, tr a prescribed flux (W 1m 2
) 

kn - thermal conductivity normal to surface (W 1m °C) 
Q - heat transfer coefficient for cO\lvection (W 1m2 °C) 
a Stefan-Boltzmann COllstant (\V 1m 2 °C4

) 

f emissivity 
Ta ambient temperature for convection andlor radiation (OC) 

If radiation is included, or if tlte cOllvcctive heat transfer coefficient is temperature 
dependent, this boundary conditioll is lIoll-linear. In addition, the initial condition 
must be specified for (x, y, =) points ill the domain: 

T(x,y,=,O) = To(:r,y,=) (3.6) 

If the partial differential Equatioll ;~.2. it boulldary condition 3.4 or 3.5, and the 
initial condition 3.6 are spccified, the proLllem is well posed and a unique solution 
exists. 

3.2.2 Double Ellipsoidal Power Density Distribution 

Assume a gaussian distribution of power density (W 1m3
) in an ellipsoid with its 

center at 0,0,0 and semi-axes a,b,c parallel to coordinate axes X, y, C. This is written 
as: 

• _ .1.,.< -8 2 _C',.2 
q(x,y,~) = q(O)(' (; Y e ' (3.7) 

where: q(O) = maximum value of power dCllsity(\Vjm3
) occurring at the center of 

the ellipsoid. 

Conservation of energy requires tllat: 

where: Q 
Tt 
V 
J 

00 00 (XI 

2Q = 21}V J = sJ J Jq(o) (_ .. 11-
2 
(_By

2 
e-C

(2 (hdy d( 

000 

heat input from heat source (\\') 
heat source efficiency (%j 100) 
voltage (V) 
current (A) 

To evaluate Equation 3.8, the followillg identity is used: 

(3.8) 
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1 
2Q = 8q(0)vrrvrrvrrJAJEv'c 2A. 2B. 2C 

or 

q(O)r.J1T 

JABC 

q(O) = 2QJAi3C 
r. 

23 

(3.9) 

The power density is defilled so that it falls to 0.05q(O) (i.e. 5% of maximum) at 
the surface of the ellipsoid, wllich is described by the semi-axes a,b,c. 
In the x direction: 

q(a,O,O) = q(0)C- Aa2 = 0.05q(0) (3.10) 

Hence: 

or 

A 
III 20 3 __ r'V_ 

([2 - a2 
(3.11) 

Similarly 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

Substituting A,B &: C from Equations 3.11,3.12 & 3.13 and q(O) from Equa
tion 3.9 into Equation 3.7: 
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or 

(3.14) 

Equation 3.14 describes the power density distribution about the heat source 
located at 0,0,0. It is convenient to introduce all x, y,:: coordinate system which is 
fixed with respect to the workpiece .. 
The following transformation is made: 

:: = ( - tli (3.15) 

where: v = welding speed (m/s) at which the arc traverses workpiece. 
Note that at t = 0, the arc is centred abO\I{' the ( = 0 plane, and the calculation 
start time and mesll take aCcollut of this. 

Using the transformation of Equation 3.15. the power density distribution be
comes: 

(3.16) 

To account for the difference ill temperature gradients, and the change of the 
weld pool shape in front and behilld the heat source (along axis of travel) the 
power density distributioll is further modified by specifying the c semi-axis, and the 
proportion of total energy input; ill frollt. and behind the heat source. IIi eifect, 
two quadrants of different ellipsoids are juxtaposed, as shown in Figure 3.2. The 
fractions fJ and Ir represent the heat deposited ahead and behind the heat source, 
where If + Ir = 2. The difference ill ellipsoid size is obtained using c) and C2 as the 
semi-axes ahead and behind. 

The power density distribution illside the frollt quadrant (ahead of heat source) 
becomes: 

(3.17) 

Similarly, for the rear quadrant (behind heat source), tlte power density distri
bution becomes: 

(3.18) 
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Figure 3.2: Double Ellipsoidal Model (after Goldak [26]) 

3.3 Metallurgy 

3.3.1 Heat Affected Zone 

When metals are joined by fusion welding, the material is heated to above its melting 
point and then cooled again rapidly. As a result of the severe thermal cycle, the 
original microstructure and properties of the metal in a region close to the weld can 
be drastically altered. This volume of metal, or zone, is called the heat affected zone 
(HAZ). Beyond the influence of the heat source lies the unaffected parent metal. The 
weld bead of filler material plus melted parent metal has an as cast microstructure. 

The HAZ displays a range of microstructures and (hence) properties due to 
the varying thermal cycles experienced at different distances from the heat source. 
Figure 3.3 shows the various sub-zones of the HAZ and the corresponding region of 
the Fe-Fe3C equilibrium diagram. 

The critical ZOlle when considering hydrogen cracking is in the grain growth 
zone, near thE' solid/liquid interface. This region of the parent metal experiences 
the most severe tllernlal events.3 The resultant microstructure is most likely to be 
coarse-grained and hardened. It is therefore a likely site for crack initiation. 

The HAZ hardness is regarded as a rough index describing the susceptibility to 
hydrogen cracking. The value of 350 Hv is often specified as the maximum allowable 
HAZ hardness for avoiding hydrogen cracking. This specification originates from 
practical experiments by Dearden and O'Neill[39J. The HAZ hardness is determined 

3The results of the' welding studies show that. the area in the HAZ nearest the FZ boundary 
experiences the llottcst sub-melting point. temperat.ure, and the fastest cooling rate. 
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Figure 3.3: The Sub-zones of the Ileat Affected Zone (Easterling [55]). 

by the post weld cooling rate and the chemical composition of a steel. The T85 (i.e. 
the cooling time between SOD °C alld 500°C) is preferably taken as a parameter for 
the phase transformation behaviour ill steel welding. T85 is determined by weld 
conditions including heat input and preheat. 

Figure 3.4 shows an example of how the hardness of a steel HAZ can vary with 
the T85 cooling rate parameter. 

At fully martensitic, the hardness of the HAZ depends just on the amount of 
carbon and nitrogen present in the steel. Wlten the II AZ contains no martellsite, the 
hardness is proportional to a carboll equivalent, e.g. CElI\v." The behaviour between 
these two points is complex, and has given rise to a great number of empirical 
formulae and carbon equivalents (see Section 2.:3). 

3.3.2 Hydrogen Cracking 

Before World War II, heat affected zone cracking ,vas frequently experienced when 
armour plates and other alloy steels were welded. It occlllTed in a. delayed manner, 

4A carbon equivalent of 0.4 is claimed Lo be the maximum allowable value if hydl'Ogen cracking 
is to be avoided. 
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Figure 3.4: Change in IIAZ hardllel;s of :WU MNm-::! yield strength steels made by ordinary rolled, 

normalised, and controlled rolled procesl;cs (Yurioka and Suzuki [53]). 

and Cr-Ni electrodes were drecti\'e ill preventiIlg it. Hydrogen from the decomposi
tion of flux was found to be tile cause. 

Hydrogen cracking is also knowlI as: hydrogen assisted cracking, cold cracking, 
hydrogen induced cold cracking, delayed crackillg, HAZ hydrogen cracking, weld 
metal hydrogen cracking. and undcrbead cracking. It is caused by dissolved hydro
gen entrapped ill small voids or dislocations in the weld metal or HAZ. Hydrogen 
diffuses into the HAZ from the molten pool during welding. As the weld cools, 
the metal becomes supersaturated with hydrogen. The hydrogen collects at high 
pressure around dislocations alld promotes crack initiation. The cracking generally 
occurs at some temperature below 100 (lC, immediately lIpon cooling or after several 
hours. 

Hydrogen assisted cracking call occur if all the following conditions are present: 

1. A critical concelltration of diffusible hydrogen at the crack tip. 

2. Stress intensity of sufficient magnitude. 

3. A microstrllcture SlIsccptible to h:ydrogell. 

4. Metal temperature belo\\' al)()ut 200 (lC. 

HICC will not take place if olle or 11lore of these conditions is absent or negligible. 

Hydrogen Concentration 

Some hydrogell escapes fro III tile weld during the cooling period after welding. How
ever, hydrogell escape becomes more and more inactive with a. decrease in tempera
ture of tIl<' weld metal. <I lid it. becomes negligibly small at temperatures below 100 (lC. 
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The residual hydrogen in the HAZ contributes to the hydrogen cracking. This is 
the reason why some of the empirical formulae developed have used a TlOo cooling 
parameter which is the time the weld takes to cool to 100 °C. Preheating a weld 
decreases hydrogen levels, since the greater time spellt at temperatures above ambi
ent allows greater diffusion of the hydrogen. This is especially useful for hardenable 
steels. 

The most important source of hydrogen is frol1l the cOJls\lmable. The hydrogen 
can be from water in the flux or grease alld dirt on a bare wire. High hydrogen 
concentrations from this source call be avoided with specially dried electrodes, or 
using electrodes with flux that is w,ater resistant. Hydrogen can also come from 
the joint faces, if grease or dirt, water or rust is present. Ilumid conditions can~be 
another contributor to hydrogen ill the weld. 

Weld hydrogen levels are classified hy BS51aG as shown ill Table 3.2. 

Table :1.2: liydrogcll Contellt Classificatioll 

Volume (ml Hdl00 g) IIW BS5135 
0-5 very low scale D 

I 

5-10 low scale C 
10-15 medium scale B 
> 15 high scale A 

Stress Intensity 

A joint that is going to be welded is generally held in a jig or restrained in. some 
way. Residual stress arises in the welded joillt because the free contraction of the 
weld zone is restrained during cooling. 

Another source of stress concelltratioll is the notches that are often made in the 
parent material to allow weld penetratioll. All example of this is a vee butt-weld. 

Susceptible Microstructure 

The microstructure of the I-IAZ greatly affects hydrogen cracking. The effect of the 
HAZ hardness and its importance has been described in Section 3.3.l. 

Various micro-alloy elements and impurities also influence hydrogen cracking sus
ceptibility. For example, niobium and vanadium are used for the grain refinement 
of steel, and their content is generally very small « 0.05%). No rise in HAZ hard
enability occurs, but an incrense in HAZ hardness can occur with high heat input 
welding due to the precipitation hardening by their carbides and nitrides. Sulphur, 
normally considered an impurity, can increase bardellability if too little is left in the 
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steel. Reducing sulphide inclusions results In a loss of ferrite nucleation sites, thus 
increasing grain size and hardenability. ~. 

Ambient Temperature 

A steel weld becomes sensitive to hydrogen cracking as the temperature decreases. 
Cracking only occurs once the weld cools below about 200°C. This implies that care 
should be taken when welding in cold conditions. 

The effect of ambient temperature on the hydrogen concentration is also important, 
as described above. 

3 .. 4 Finite Element Analysis 

There are two main types of thennal calculation. The most straightforward is a steady 
state analysis. Heat inputs and temperatures known for any points are specified. The 
FEA solver then finds the temperature at all nodes in the structure. 

The other type of thermal calculation is a transient one in which there is usually a 
thennal shock and it is required to know how the temperature varies with time. 

Minimising the function of the governing heat equation (Equation 3.2) yeilds the 
following system of equations: 

[C]ef} + [K]{T} + {F} 0 (3.19) 

where: [C] = thennal capacity coefficient matrix .. 
{T} = vector of time derivatives of temperature 

[K] = square symmetric thennal conductivity matrix 

{T} = vector of nodal temperatures 

{F} = force vector 

Equation 3.19 is the general non-linear formulation of element equations for transient 
heat conduction. 

3.4.1 Transient Thermal Analysis using PAFEC 

In a transient thermal analysis a number of solutions are required. At any point in 
time it may be supposed that the temperature distribution is known completely; a 
finite element solution is needed to detennine how the temperature will vary during a 
subsequent short interval of time. It is then possible to obtain the complete 
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temperature distribution at a slightly later time. Thus the analysis proceeds in a series 
of time steps obtaining a new solution at each time. For the process to begin, 
temperatures are required at a start time; t = O. This requires either specifying all 
temperatures at t =0, or the running of a steady state analysis. as a prelude to the 
transient analysis. 

For a transient solution, the Crank-Nicholson method is used to find the 

temperature distribution after each time step O. The nodal temperatures and associated 
derivatives at t=O must be known. or calculated by a steady state analysis. 

A solution to Equation 3.19 can be achieved by using an implicit Crank-Nicolson 
Method which yields [20]: 

( 
2 ,) ( I .1 2( {FI } +2 {FO) }) 

[K] + ot [CJ) {I;} = ; [C] [KJ) {To} (3.20) 

where subscripted 1 's are values at time t+& and subscripted a's are values at the 
initial time t. 

Thermal Analysis Elements 

PAFEC provides a range of elements, for thermal analyses. The range includes linear 
and quadratic elements, and the ability to model isotropic or orthotropic material 
properties. In this project, quadratic isoparametric elements were used. 
For two-dimensional analyses, either 6-node triangles or 8-node quadrilaterals were 
used. For three-dimensional analyses, either I5-node wedges or 20-node bricks were 
used. Each node of the thermal elements has just one degree of freedom, i.e. the 
temperature T. 

PAFEC derives conductivity and thermal mass matrices using isoparametric 
methods. There are warnings or error notices if the elements are distorted too much 
from the basic 'square' shape. 
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Time Step Calculation 

Care is needed when selecting the time step for the transient thermal analysis. If the 
time step is too long then oscillation..c; may arise in the results. If the time steps are too 
short, then an application of a thermal shock may result in temperatures changing in 
the wrong direction. Also, with the very long computation times required, it is 
important that the longest time step possible is used whilst maintaining acceptable 
resolution. The time step is chosen to keep the value of a non-dimensional number, 
the Fourier number F close to unity at nodes where the severe thermal shock is to 
occur. F is given by the following equation: 

where: k 
/j[ 

cp 

p 
E 

= 

= 

k '0/ 
F 

thermal conductivity (W ImOC) 
time step (s) 
specific heat (J/kgOC) 
density (kg/ml) 
distance between closest nodes measured in direction of 
heat flow where thermal shock is severe (m) 

3.4 .. 2 Equivalent Nodal Heat Flux 

(3 1) 

The heat source model described in Section 3.2.2 gives a continuous power density 
function (J/s/m 1

) for any point x,y.z and time I, as the heat source moves (Equations 
3.17, 3.18). For a finite element analysis of a transient heat problem, P AFEC5 

requires the heat flux (1ls) to be specified at discretely spaced nodes for each time 
step: This means that the flux density function for the heat source needs to be 
discretized so that equivalent nodal heat flux values can be found. 

In the computer routine that specifies the nodal flux, the flux density is first 
calculated at the centre of each element.6 Provided there are a sufficient number of 
elements under the heat source, an acceptable approximation can be made which 
simplifies the nodal flux calculation. The flux density is assumed to be constant over 
the whole element. The volume of the element is calculated and mUltiplied with the 
flux density, giving the heat flux (J/s) being input into that element. Finding the 
equivalent nodal contribution is then performed in the same way that one would 
distribute a body force in a stress analysis. 

The nodal flux values resulting from the power density are given in the general 
case by: 

5 P AFEC Program for Automatic Finite element Calculation. 
6 The same procedure is used to calculate nodal flux in 2-D and 3-D elements. 
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F; = J{ NeT q} dY (3.22) 

where: NeT 

Fe _ 
q 

V 

shape matrix, describillg relationsbip between temperature 
at any point in elelllent to temperatures at nodes. 
vector containing flux values at each node of element. 

Because we have assumed that the flux does not vary across a single element, it 
may therefore be treated as a constant in the integration. The integration, then, be
comes one of simply the shape functiolts over the elelllellt volume. The integrations 
yield the proportion of the flux that is to be distributed to each node. 

Table 3.3 lists the element types that were commollly used for the thermal anal
ysis, and the nodal contributions for a flux distributed constantly over the element. 

Table 3.3: Nodal Contributiolls for Constant.Jy Distributed Ileal Flux 

Element Type Element Definition Nodal Contribution 
6 Node Triangle 

.3 qt, '12, fj3 = 0 

6 q.l, Cjr" qe, = q/3 

1 4 :2 

8 Node Quadrilateral 
.3 8 4 

q" Cf2, Cf3, Cf4 = -q/12 

·D' qS,<jG,q7,(jS q/3 

1 5 :2 " 

15 Node \Vedge 6 Q,,(j2,Cj3,Q . .,q5,q6 = -q/9 
1 .~5 

A1 14 
.' 4'· Cj7,Qs,Cj<;).QI3,qI4,(j15 = q/6 

9 .' hl0" 13'·· 
5 

8 
1 11 

2q/9 7 qlo,Qll,CjI2 
2 

I 

20 Node Brick 7 (j1,Cj2,<j3,<j4,(j5,q6,q7,qS = -q/8 20 

"y J " 
12 • 11) q9, qlO, fill, q12, Q13, q14, 4 .. .05' ~ IO~'" 7,. (j15, (j16, Cf17, qlB, q19, Q20 = q/6 

~/6 
2 



Chapter 4 

Development of Model 

Although the thermal aualysis of welding allel weldability are popular topics of 
research, little effort has been made in this direction at Canterbury University. 
Initial attempts to simulate the cooling of arc-welds were necessarily simple and the 
results were far from realistic. It was obvious that a more thorough treatment was 
needed. A number of iteratiolls were necessary before a sufficiently capable thermal 
model was developed. 

4.1 Previous Work 

A brief investigation has already been performed, as a final year undergraduate 
project, by Colin Mcl\1urtrie [.56]. lIe llsed PAFEC to model the cooling over time 
of simple welds. !\1 eM urtrie checked the transient thermal analysis capability of 
PAFEC by running test cases that bad analytical solutions, but could not show 
agreement. This was probably due to a wrongly chosen origin in the finite element 
mesh. Some simple, but more realistic, welds were then attempted. Modelling was 
performed by starting with a hot bead of metal, at melting temperature, juxtaposed 
with the ambient temperature parent metal. The system was then allowed to decay 
thermally, the heat from the bead propagating into the parent metal as the weld 
tended to the steady state condition. Results from the test case welds yielded 
temperatures far cooler than expected; not even enough to create a heat affected 
zone. This showed that not enough energy was being input into the molten region 
of the model, compared to a real weld. 
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4,,2 Two-Dimensional Models 

4.2.1 Hot Bead Model 

The work was begun by trying one-dimensional test cases similar to those tried by 
McMurtrie. The results were acceptable, showing the transient thermal modelling of 
PAFEC to be valid (see Section 5.1). 

Simple modelling of welds was begun in the same manner as McMurtrie. The 
results obtained were similar; the peak temperatures were too low. This prompted 
further analysis of the weld model, and a search of literature to find how others had 
managed to model the weld. The emphasis of the early attempts was to find the 
simplest method possible. By analysing the arc welding process, it seemed that more 
energy should be input to the metal than just that needed to melt the weld pool. As the 
electrode passes over the metal, the plasma arc impinges on the surface, heating the 
metal. Thermal energy is quickly conducted to adjacent material until a molten pool is 
created and the arc centre has passed. By this time, equivalent to the starting point in 
a hot bead analysis, the parent metal is not at ambient temperature, but at several 
hundred degrees, so much more heat energy is present in the weld. Also, after it has 
passed, heat energy is still being added from the trailing area of the impinging arc, 
and possibly conducted from material ahead of, or behind, the plane considered 
i.e. conduction along the axis of the weld. 

4.2.2 Prescribed Heating of the Molten Pool 

One of the first papers found with information on heat input to the weld was that by 
Blodgett [14]. He started with a hot volume of material and let it cool, in a manner 
similar to McMurtrie.! Blodgett though, ramped the molten pool temperature up over 
a period of one to two seconds. This method, although somewhat arbitrary, is an 
improvement since it allows heat to be conducted into the surrounding parent 
material, before the molten pool begins to cool. Blodgett achieved reasonable 
agreement, but he was only trying to calculate T8ou_5ou cooling times, and considering 
his method, the agreement of the results is surprising. 

Some weld simulations were attempted with similarly 'ramped up temperature' 
molten pools, and added temperature dependent thermal conductivity and specific heat 
as Blodgett had. The results were greatly improved, with peak temperatures in excess 
of 2000°C. 

1 Blodgett used numerical integration of one-dimensional conduction. 
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483 Heat Flux Models 

Because a priori knowledge of how the weld pool heats up as the arc passes is 
needed, it became clear that accurate predictions using the hot bead method would not 
be practical. Some of the authors encountered in the literature used an alternative 
method. They calculated a heat flux, and applied it to the metal surface to simulate the 
heat of the weld arc. 

4.3.1 Circular Gaussian Flux Model 

Tekriwal et al. [16], used a circular Gaussian distribution of flux on-the surface of the 
weld. This was quite different to previous attempts, since no temperatures were 
prescribed in the weld except for the initial (ambient) temperature. Provided the flux 
is defined accurately, the resulting temperature fluctuations should be quite similar to 
a real weld situation. An example from Tekriwal et al. of a GMA weld was modelled 
using this method. Some effort was given at this stage to matching results with the 
finite element results and experimental results of Tekriwal et al. for the GMA weld. 
The critical area that needed refinement, apart from the heat source model, was the 
specification of the temperature dependent thermal properties i.e. the specific heat and 
the thermal conductivity. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4.5. 

4.3.2 Ellipsoidal Flux Model 

A further improvement was to change from a circular disc of flux on the surface, to 
the ellipsoidal volume source proposed by Goldak et al. This is a more accurate and 
flexible way to model the arc heat input. 

One of the examples in a paper by Goldak et al. [26] was a thick section (lOOmm) , 
submerged arc, bead on plate weld. 2 A program was coded which automatically 
calculated the flux input for a two-dimensional mesh using the double ellipsoidal 
model. Much effort was also directed at further refining the specification of latent 
heats and temperature dependent thermal conductivity and specific heat. See Section 
4.5 for details. 

Reasonable agreement was achieved in most areas of comparison (Section 5.2). Once 
the successful model had been arrived at, only a few further modifications were 
needed; the main one being the extension to three dimensions. 

The model was then used to analyse several series of model welds, as described in 
Chapter 7. 

2 Low carbon structural steel - 0.23% C. 
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4.4 Three Dimensional Models 

Finally, the double ellipsoidal model was modified for three-dimensional analysis. It 
was only possible to run three-dimellsional weld simulations for a limited number of 
models. Because of the weighty computation requiremcnts, each model took many 
hours (or even days) to process. Models of different weld run-lengths were modelled 
to find the effect of conduction in the axis of the weld. Some of the models were the 
three dimensional equivalents of cases previously solved ill t\VO dimensions, allowing 
comparisons to be made. A series of wddillg cases of plates of decreasing width were 
also examined to measure the comparativt·ly slo\\'er coolillg of smaller sections. 

4.5 Thermal Properties 

It was necessary to specify hoth the thermal cOl1ductivity alld the specific heat as 
temperature dependent properties. The data for the high temperatnre material 
properties were taken from BrSRA [57]. 

PAFEC allows one to define a property over a range of discrete temperature 
points, expressing the temperature dcpendcllce ill a step-wise manner. \i\'hen PAFEC 
solves the temperature field in each elelllent, it iterates to find the correct values 
of the variable properties. Appendix D lists the property data used in the PAFEC 
input files. 

4.5.1 Specific Heat and Latent Heats 

The data from BISRA and the modificatiolls are plotted ill figure 4.1. The latent 
phase of transformation (0 -+ '")') was already included in the specific heat values 
taken from BISRA. However, BISHA ollly provide da.ta up to temperatures of 
1300°C. Beyond this temperature, the specific bt.'at was specified as though the 
material had no phase change (to liquid). but it ilad a step change to a peak value. 
This simulates the latent heat of fusion. Therefore. as the steel passes through the 
melting temperature, a mudt greater amoulll of energy is needed to increase its 
temperature, until a slightly higher temperature is reached, when the specific heat 
drops to the previous level. The peak in the specific heat is spread over a temperature 
range of 50°C which is similar to the temperature range over which the steel melts 
(because of its multi-phase nature). The spread peak is also necessary for numerical 
reasons because, if the range were small, all element could easily change temperature 
between time-steps, and miss the peak.3 The ellergy inc1uclecl in the specific heat 
peak 'area' was equa.ted to t]te latent Ileal of fusioll for the steel. 

3This is also a reason for keeping the t.irne-step us sitar! as possible. 
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Figure 4.1: Temperature Dependent Specific Heat 

Several configurations were investigated for the specific heat peak. The alterna
tives had varying width and shape of the peak, whilst maintaining the same area 
to give the correct latent heat. A model was repeatedly analyzed using different 

. thermal property data sets each time. The latent heat peak had a measurable ef
fect on the cooling of the weld. A square peak, with a rapid increase in specific 
heat and spread over at least 25°C, gave acceptable results. This agreed with the 
recommendations of several authors [20, 25, 27, 58]. 

Thermal Conductivity 

The thermal conductivity was extrapolated beyond the available data in a similar 
way to the specific heat. Figure 4.2 shows the thermal conductivity as a function 
of temperature. Once the melting point temperature is reached, there is a step 
change in the conductivity to a much higher value. This sinmlates the increased 
conduction that occurs in the molten pool due to stirring, and the forces due to the 
arc impinging on the pool surface. 

4.6 Accuracy 

Due to the taxing computation requirements, it was necessary to neglect a number of 
factors. An attempt was made to justify each of the exclusions and approximations. 
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Figure 4.2: Temperature Dependent Thermal Conductivity 

4.6.1 Radiation and Convection 

Neither radiation nor convection from the surface of the workpiece were considered 
during the project. Both of these factors could be accounted for by using heat 
transfer elements along the appropriate surfaces. However, this would have further 
increased computation times. 

When the heat flow is dominated by conduction, then radiation and convection 
can safely be ignored [26]. This is true in thick section (or high heat input) welds. 
Because most of the models I examined had large cross-sections it should be safe 
to neglect the extra heat loss. For the small cross-section three-dimensional mod
els, non-conductive heat loss becomes more important if accurate predictions are 
required. 

Radiation losses from the molten pool are included in the 'weld efficiency' of the 
heat input. Neglecting the rest of the radiation, therefore, is reasonable. 

Far from the heat source, convection can be domiuant if the temperature rise is 
small and the fixturing contact is not very large. 

4.6.2 Thermal Properties and Phase Change 

It is important to obtain accurate temperature dependent material properties. Ref
erences [57] and [59J contain most of the available high temperature data. 

Goldak et al. [25J examined the effect of variable thermal propoerties and found 
substantial differences occurred if they were ignored. Similarly, large differences 
appeared if latent heat was not included. 

During this project it was found that inclusion of latent heat, especially, influ
enced the cooling times; accounting for the latent heat of fusion lengthened cooling 
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times. 

The only way to illcorporate the temperature dependence using PAFEC was to 
specify the Cp(T) and J\'(T) functiolls. Goldak et al. [25, 26} and VIe et a!. (30} 
successfully modelled the latent heat using a peak in the specific heat. 

A better method has beell presented by Rolphe and Bathe [60]. They proposed 
iterating with both enthalpy and heat flow in the phase transition region. As a 
node's temperature passes through the phase change, the node is reset to the tran
sition temperature and the heat energy is subtracted from (or added to) the heat 
of transformation until it reaches zero. The nodes are then set free. This method is 
efficient and easy to implement if olle is writing a finite element analysis package. 

4.7 Generation of Models 

The weld models were analyzed in three main stages: 

1. Set up the mesh alld initial/boundary conditions. 

2. Solve finite element problem. 

3. Analyze output results. 

The processes involved are shown in greater detail in Figure 4.3. 

Input 
Parameters 

Figure 4.3: Solving; onVeld Thermal History 
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IjFEM4 was chosen as a graphical front-end to creale meshes, and for displaying 
results graphically, because of its excellenlllser illterface. The IjFEM finite element 
analysis software is installed on the Intergraph \Vorkstations in the Mechanical En
gineering Department. 

Using IjFEM, the meshes were drawn in a CAD environment and the initial 
(preheat) temperatures were applied to the nodes. The mesh was saved in a neutral 
format file, which could easily be translated to the required PAFEC input file format. 
Once the heat flux data were added, the input file was run through PAFEC. 

PAFEC produces output consisting of a large file containing the temperatures 
at each node, at each time-step of the allalysis. The output could be treated in a 
number of ways, depending on what information was required. Usually, at least the 
cooling data were extracted, giving the HAZ and FZ sizes plus the cooling rates at 
the nodes. 

4.7.1 Utility Computer Software 

A number of computer programs were written to create the models, and to simplify 
analysis of the results. 

After the mesh was created using IjFEM, and saved in the neutral file, the resulting 
file could be transferred to the micro VAX. 5 The fwd_convert program accepts the 
neutral file as input, and performs a jorward COlll'c1'sion to create a PAFEC input 
file. This involves a series of steps: 

., 

• Translate nodal coordinates aIld element definitions into the PAFEC format. 

• Specify the initial temperature of the nodes. 

• Calculate the heat input as time dependent fluxes. 

" Add the data required by PAFEC Lo model the temperature dependent prop
erties. 

• Specify the time-step and the total calculation time. 

ellipsoid 

Ellipsoid is not a stand-alone program, but rather a function called by fwd_convert. 
It is ellipsoid that implements the double ellipsoid method Lo calculate the input flux 

4Intergraph Finite Element Modelling Syst.em (Intergraph Corporation). 
5 A DEC minicomput.er belonging to I.he I ... !echanlcal Engineering Department. 
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at each node during each time step. It reads a file of input data, specifying the arc 
parameters (7}, V, J, v), calculates the flux values (in J/s) and writes them to the 
file in the layout required by PAFEC. A typical parameter file for flux calculation 
can be found in Appendix C. 

extract 

Once solved, the'. 007' output file from PAFEC containing the temperatures can 
be parsed to extrael the relevallt informatioll. The temperature file is large and 
unwieldy and contaills extraneolls material. The extract program provides a range 
of options for obtaining useful data fr01l1 the output file. The extract options are: 

• Graph temperature histories of individual nodes (temperature vs. time). 

• Graph temperature gradient histories of individual nodes (cooling rate vs. 
time). 

!II Create a file of nodal temperatures for chosen nodes. 

• Create a file of cooling data by calculating T 800-500 cooling times at chosen 
nodes. 

An alternative use for the the PAFEC output is to inspect the results graphically, in 
the form of temperature contours. This can be done using PIGSs , or by translating 
the results in a backward COlll'Cl'si071 into a generic results format (a neutral file), 
'which I/FEM will accept and display. The superior graphical interface and range of 
output options of I/FEM meant that it was used in preference to PIGS. 

4.7.2 Use of PAFEC 

PAFEC is a fairly powerful finite element analysis system, with a range of elements 
and solution methods. It takes all input file defining the mesh and initial/boundary 
conditions and solves it, creating OIle or more output files. A companion package, 
PIGS, provides a graphical interface for the analysis of results. However, PIGS is 
quite awkward to use. 

The PAFEC jobs were, as a rule, executed as batch files that required no su
pervision once initiated. The calculation times were long. For example, a large, 

6PAFEC Interactive Grapbics Syst.em 
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but coarse, three-dimensional mesh of about 3000 nodes took 36 hours of cpu time 
(VAX7 6440) using a time-step of 0.:3 sec, simulating 100 sec of welding. 

The weld models were solved by transient thermal analysis. This required tem
perature calculation clements. Almost all researchers have used quadratic isopara
metric elements for analysis. Accordingly, S-noded quadrilateral and 6-noded tri
angular elements were used for the two-dimensional analyses. Twenty-noded brick 
and I5-noded wedges were used for the three-dimensional analyses. 

An abridged example of a PAr-Be input file is listed in Appendix C. 

7VAX is a trademark of Digital EquiplllCll1 Corporat.ion, Maynard, fdA. 



Chapter 5 

Development Models in Two 
Dimensions 

This chapter describes the first models analysed using finite element analysis to 

develop the numerical model of arc welding, and to test the accuracy of the results . 

. 1 Transient Thermal Test Case 

To establish the validity of the PAFEC results, a simple transient thennal test case 
was analysed. The test case was a 'one-dimensional' conduction problem!, to which a 
well founded analytical solution could be obtained. This is the same test case 
McMurtrie chose [56]. However, he could not get the numerical results to agree with 
those of the analytical solution. 

Figure 5.1 shows the configuration of the test case. It can be thought of as two 
similar blocks of material, of disparate temperatures, that are brought into intimate 
contact and the system is then allowed to 'decay' to thennal equilibrium. 

1.1 Analytical Solution 

In the one-dimensional case, the Poisson Equation becomes: 

x,t >0 (5.1) 

att=O,T(X,I)= To x<O 
Tb x>O 

I The problem was solved in P AFEC using two-dimensional thermal elements. 
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------50------------50------

Figure 5.1: Simple Trallsient Thermal Test Case 

where 0'2 diffusivity constant. of material 
t time(s) 
x = distance (m) 
l' = temperature as a function of x, t 

This is just a parabolic (diffusion) equation and, given the initial conditions, can 
be solved using 'separation of variables', to give; 

T __ (Tb - Ta)x + (Ta + n (n - Ta) 00 1 . (ll1rX) _(=)2O'2t -----'- + - S111 -- e L 
2L 2 1r n L 

(5.2) 
n=l 

Equation 5.2 was coded in a computer program; theory. The t~Fm in the sum
mation quickly diminish and summing until n ::::: 400 is more than adequate ... 

The computer program was set up so that given x, the distance from the temper
ature discontinuity, and the duration of calculation, the intermediate data could be 
generated and graphed fol' comparison to the solution from PAFEC. The program, 
called 'theory.c', is gi ven in A ppendi x B.1. 

5.1.2 Finite Element Solution 

The test case was meshed for analysis by PAFEC as shown in Figure 5.2. Eight
noded quadrilateral plate elements suited to transient thermal analysis were used. 
The mesh is finer in the central region to enable modelling of the rapid changes that 
occur there. 

It is not possible to express an initial condition in PAFEC where there is a 
temperature discontinuity at a point. Instead, the initial condition of the test case 
was represented as a narrow zone of temperature transition. At the centre of the 
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mesh, one column of nodes was set to 25°C, along with the half of the mesh to the 
left of the column. The column immediately to the right of the centre column and 
the right-hand half of the mesh was set to 1600°C. The 'discontinuity" then, is 
midway between the two columns of nodes. 

For a simulation of the first ten seconds of thermal activity, the computation 
took about 37 minutes of CPU time on a VAX 6440. The minimum node spacing 
was 0.5 mm, and the time step chosen was 0.05 seconds. 

~40------~--20 40~ 

I~ 
o 
N 

5.1.3 

I 
i 

X~ 
Figure 5.2: Finit.e Element Mesh for Transient Thermal Test Case 

Comparison of Results 

Several points, each at a different distance from the temperature discontinuity, were 
chosen for comparison. The temperature histories of these points, as calculated by 
Equation 5.2, and by PAFEC are plotted in Figure 5.3. It can be seen that very close 
agreement was found at points near and far from the temperature 'discontinuity'. 
This test case confirms the transient thermal modelling capability of PAFEC. 

Upon further inspection of McM urtrie's analysis of the same test case, it appears 
he chose the point of temperature discontinuity (x := 0) incorrectly, and did, in fact, 
obtain accurate results from PAFEC. 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of Numerical and Theoretical Results for Test Case 

5.2 Development of Weld Model 

Once the one-dimensional test case had been verified, more complex cases were 
examined. McMurtrie's analysis of some more complex transient thermal joints was 
looked at, and some of the results were reproduced. This approach consisted of 
an initially hot volume (representing the weld bead deposit) which is allowed to 
cool. The heat energy disperses into the adjacent parent metal which is initially at 
ambient temperature. 

The results of such models showed very small hot regions, and exhibited max
imum temperatures of around 1000°C, which is far too low; not even capable of 
creating a significant sized heat affected zone. It quickly became apparent that 
such a model was a poor representation of an actual weld. Even when temperature 
dependent thermophysical properties (thermal conductivity and specific heat) were 
incorporated, results were still poor. 

The reason, of course, is that not enough heat energy was being input into the 
weld. In reality, the weld arc preheats the metal, applies intense heat for 1-2 seconds, 
and then 'post-heats' the metal. 

After looking at the work of Blodgett (see Sections 2.1.1 & 4.2.2), it was decided 
to attempt a number of different heating cycles for the hot portion of example cases 
given by Blodgett [14]. Results were greatly improved by 'ramping' the temperature 
of the hot portion up over a period of 1-2 seconds, allowing the surrounding region 
to heat up before the whole system was allowed to cool. The maximum temperatures 
achieved in this way were closer to what one might expect: 1800-1900 cC. 

This approach, though, is not wholly satisfactory, since the heating cycle is 
completely arbitrary and must be different, depending on electrode velocity, and arc 
conditions. A more accurate description of the heaL input from the electrode was 
required. 
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It was also realized early in the project that, along with modelling the. heat 
input (cJ. the hot bead), the temperature variable thermophysical properties would 
have to be accounted for. Due to its strong influence neal' the solid-liquid transition 
temperature of a steel, the latent heat of fusion is also important. 

Tekriwal and Mazumder [16] described a heat input model consisting of a circu
lar Gaussian distribution of flux applied to the surface of initially cool metal. This 
was tried with the PAFEC model and immediately the results showed far greater 
similarity to existing (experimental) data than previous efforts. Maximum temper
atures were in excess of 2000 °C, as should be obtained. At this stage, different sets 
of variable properties Were tested to find their influence, and to decide on how best 
to model the thermal properties. 

5.2.1 Submerged Arc Weld Example 

The next step was to implement an improved heat flux modeJ, the double ellipsoidal 
model proposed by Goldak et aJ. Once this model was implemented successfully, 
it was necessary to achieve agreement with previous FE analyses and experimental 
results. An example given by Goldak et al. was that of a submerged arc weld[26], 
and this was chosen for testing. 

The finite element mesh and weld parameters are given in Figure 5.4. Only 
one-half of the cross section is considered because of symmetry. 

1------198 """-----; 

x 

Figure 5.4: FEM Mesh for Thick Section Submerged Arc weld (Goldak et aL [26]) 

The mesh given by Goldak et al. was used initially, but coarser and finer mesh 
spacings were also tested. The conclusion was that the results were not highly 
dependent on mesh size, although it should be remembered that this case had a 
very high heat input compared to manual metal arc welding. 
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5.2.2 Evaluation of PAFEC results for Submerged Arc Weld 

The results obtained from the refined weld model using PAFEC are shown in Figure 
5.5, where they are compared to the FE results of Goldak et al. and Krutz and 
Segerland [20], and the experimental data of Christensen [13]. 

Figure 5.5 shows that the temperature profile is in good agreement with existing 
numerical and experimental results. Table 5.1 shows the T 800-500 cooling times of 
the various methods. Here, again, agreement is good. 
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Figure 5.5: Temperature distribution along the top of the workpiece perpendicular to the weld 

11.5 seconds after the heat source has passed the rererence plane (Goldak et al. [26]) 

Table 5.1: Comparison of the Computed and Experimental Cooling Time (800 to 500°C) for 
Submerged Arc Weld 

Calculation Method Cooling Time (5) Difference (%) 
" 

Experimental 37 -
Analytical 22 - 41 
FEM (Goldak et a1.) 39 +5 
SA W2D 10: node 231 38.7 +5 

The distribution of heat at the time used for the comparison is depicted, using 
colour shaded thermal contours, in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6 : Therma.l Contours of Subll1erged Arc Weld aL 1l.5 ;;econds. P~IOLograph from I/F~I'v1. 
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Chapter 6 

Parametric Analysis i Two 
.. . 
ImenSlons 

Once confidence in the Numerical model had been established, a parametric analysis 
was performed. The same submerged arc weld example given in section 5.2 was used 
as the datum case. The plate thickness and the heat input were varied between test 
runs to find their influence on the cooling rate in the heat affected zone, which is the 
critical condition with regard to hydrogen induced cracking. The Tsoo-500 cooling 
time at the FZjHAZ boundary was used as the parameter indicative of cooling 
behaviour in the heat affected zone. 

6.1 Variation of Cooling Rate with 
ness 

late Thick-

The same mesh as shown in Figure 5.4 was used as the 100 mm thick case. For each 
subsequent test run, the bottom row of elements was removed or changed in height, 
without changing any of the other conditions. The resulting thicknesses and cooling 
times are listed in Table 6.1. 

The Tsoo-500 cooling times were arrived at in all the test cases using the same 
method. The results obtained from an analysis consist of a large file listing nodes 
and their tern peratures at each time step in the analysis (the .007 file). The thermal 
contours are obtained by running baLconvert. Temperatures for specified time steps 
are extracted by bak_convert into a generic format results file which can be viewed as 
thermal contours over the top of the mesh using IjFEM. By examining the thermal 
contours, the critical area of nodes can be found. The node numbers for the heat 
affected zone are recorded, and given to extract, which automatically extracts the 
cooling data for plotting, and calculates T SOO-500 times for each node. The extract 
routines then use interpolation to calculate the TgOO-500 cooling time at the FZjHAZ . 
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boundary, that is, at the 1480 °C isotherm, 

Table 6.1: Cooling Times for Varying Plate Thicknesses 

Model Plate T 800-500 

Name Thickness Cooling 
{mm} {s} 

Slice1 100 31.161 
Slice2 70 32.178 
Slice9 65 31.930 
SliceS 60 32.729 
Slice3 55 33.471 
Slice5 50 35.035 
Slice6 45 37.994 
Slice4 40 45.148 
Slice7 35 61.645 

Once graphed in Figure 6.1, the results show that. as the thickness increases, 
the cooling time becomes shorter and quickly approaches an asymptotic limit where 
cooling is rapid. 0 
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Figure 6.1: Variation of Cooling Time with Plate Thickness 

Beyond 70 mm thick for this heat input {7.7 kJ (mm), further increase in thick
ness will not significantly decrease the cooling time (increase the cooling rate). 

This can be explained by the fact that, given a heat input and a limited time for 
cooling to occur, the heat cannot dissipate far or fast enough to affect the cooling 
rate in the weld area. This means cooling occurs as if the plate is infinitely thick. 

It seems that the 'critical' thickness would depend on the heat input. This was 
tested by varying the heat input, as well as the plate thickness, and is described in 
the following section. 



6.2 Variation of Cooling Rate with Heat Input 

6.2 Variation Cooling Rate with Heat Input 

Meshes of five different thicknesses were tested (40, 50, 60, 70 and 100 mm thick). For 
each thickness six different heat inputs were applied and the results of each test run 
recorded. The heat inputs were chosen to be different proportions of the original heat 
input (7.7 kJ/mrn). The proportions were 25%,50%,75%, 100%, 150% and 200%. For 
the heat inputs less than 100% of the original, a finer mesh was chosen (1.5 times as 
dense) to maintain the number of nodes under the heat source and to adequately model 
the hot region. Table 6.2 lists the models and the resulting TIIOO-500 cooling times. 
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Figure 6.2: Variation of Cooling Time with Heat Input and Plate Thickness 

The results are plotted in Figure 6.2. It can be seen that when the heat input is small 
enough, or the plate thickness is great enough for 'infinite heat sink' cooling to take 
place, the cooling time increases fairly linearly with heat input. However, once the plate 
thickness is less than critical thickness for the heat input, the cooling time increases 
exponentially with increased heat input (cools slower and slower with increasing heat 
input). 

When the heat input is less than 75% of the original, the behaviour is similar for 
each thickness chosen. This is because the cooling occurs as if the plate is infmite, for 
all the thicknesses. 

From this understanding of the heat input/thickness relationship, it already seems 
obvious that welds between bar products of modest diameter will cool rather more 
slowly than plate joints, with their large mass for heat to dissipate into. 
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Table 6.2: Cooling Times for Varying Thickness Plates 

Model Mesh Plate Heat Tsoo-soo 
Name Size Thickness Input Cooling 

(mm) (s) 
Heat! Regular 100 1.0 32.46 
Heat2 Fine 100 0.5 13.755 
Heat3 Fine 100 0.75 22.797 
Heat4 Fine 100 0.25 5.867 
HeatS Regular 100 1.5 47.857 
Heat6 Regular 100 2.0 63.210 

Heat70_2 Regular 70 2.0 68.871 
Heat70_15 Regular 70 1.5 49.076 
Heat70_5 Fine 70 0.5 13.528 
Heat70_75 Fine 70 0.7.5 22 . .541 
Heat70_25 Fine 70 0.25 5.824 

Heat60_2 Regular 60 2.0 80.048 
Heat60_15 Regular 60 1.5 52.188 
Heat60_5 Fine 60 0.5 13.528 
Heat6035 Fine 60 0.75 22.636 
Heat60_25 Fine 60 0.25 5.824 

Heat50_2 Regular 50 2.0 120.408 
Heat50_15 Regular 50 1.5 62.763 
Heat50_5 Fine 50 0.5 13.590 
Heat5035 Fine 50 0.75 23.196 
Heat50_25 Fine 50 0.25 5.821 

Heat40_2 Regular 40 2.0 257.487 
Heat40_15 Regular 40 1.5 95.429 
Heat40_5 Fine 40 0 .. 5 14.10~3 

Heat40_75 Fine 40 0.7 26.106 
Heat40_25 Fine 40 0.2 5.830 



Chapter 7 

Example·Welds in Two . ., 
ImenSlons 

Although the information obtained from the parametric analysis (Chapter 6) was 
useful, the weld example used was far from a typical mallual metal arc weld; the 
type this project sets out to analyze. The submerged arc weld example used a very 
high heat input, to a thick plate. The heat input. was great enough that hydrogen 
induced cracking due to rapid cooling (producing a hardened structure) is unlikely. 

The empirical formula given by Cottrell [46} was used to estimate the critical 
cooling time for a steel similar in composition to a Grade 430 reinforcing barl. If 
cooling is too rapid, so that the T 800-500 cooling time is shorter than the critical 
in the heat affected zone, then a hardened, crack susceptible structure is likely to 
result. 

The critical hardness chosen was 350 Hv, as is customarily used. Cottrell's 
hardness equivalent formula, HE, is just; 

HE 80 + 800WE (7.1 ) 

Where WE is the weldability equivalent; Equation 2.6. Therefore, HE is given by 

HE 80 + 800(C + 3N + 0.29)e-(0.25rl~lc +Mn/6+Ct/5+Mo/5+V J3+Nb/4C+O.OOOI/S]+Ni/Mn2)-1 

(7.2) 

For a parent metal composed of Grade 430 reinforcing bar, this implies a critical 
cooling time in the heat affected zone of about 16.6 seconds, or a cooling rate of 
18°C/s through the 800 - 500°C temperature range. 

It was decided that further analysis of how varying weld conditions affect cooling 

IThe detailed composition of an example cast analysis is courtesy of Pacific Steel Limited. See 
Table 1.1 
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behaviour should be carried out on example cases closer to the more common MMA 
conditions. 

Also, since a wealth of research and experience had been used to establish exist
ing standards for the plate welds, such as AWRA 2 Technical Note 1, a good course 
might be to: Model plate welds with conditions falling within the existing weld
ing standards and find if their exists a well defined relationship between cooling 
behaviour and the recommendations given by the standard. Once some means of 
correlation is found, it should then be possible to extrapolate, with confidence, the 
use of the same model to bar welds, and establish safe welding conditions. The 
main standard chosen for comparison was the AWRA 1 [61], since this was the 
recommended practise for Grade 430 reinforcing bar. 

At the time this project was begun, Pacific Steel Limited were suggesting the 
new high tensile reinforcing bar (Grade 430) be welded with referellce to the AWRA 
Technical Note 1 welding procedure, in the absence of a dedicated welding stan
dard. AWRA #1 aims to prevent heat affected zone cracking by controlling the 
combination of welding energy heat input, hydrogen level and preheat temperature. 
The method used in A\VRA #1 is described in Section 7.4.1, and the essential 
nomograms are given in AppendixF. 

Three simple plate-weld configurations were chosen for analysis. The first two 
were buLt-welds of 40 mm plate and 20 mm plate. Most welding standards describe 
the dissipative capacity of a weld joint in terms of 'combined thickness' (see Ap
pendix F). The butt-welds, therefore, had combined thicknesses of 80 mm and 40 
mm, respectively. The third configurations chosen was a T-joint fillet weld of com
bined thickness 80 mm. If the standards are to be believed, the results of the T-joint 
and the 40 mm plate butt-weld should be similar, due to their equivalent combined 
thickness. Due to symmetry the two butt-joints could be modelled by splitt.illg in 
half. A number of initial temperatures were chosen as the preheat temperatures. 
The joints were analyzed with a range of heat inputs at each preheat temperature. 
For a given preheat, the heat input giving the critical hardness usiug Cottrell's HE, 
gave one data point. The set of results produced by the critical case at each preheat 
give a line. Using less heat input or a cooler preheat than points on the line meallS 
the heat affected zone will harden to above 350 H v, and hence will be susceptible to 
cold cracking. 

1 B Joint Weld of 40 mm Plate 

The first joint investigated was a butt-joint weld of 40 mm plate. The thermal 
properties were based on those given in BISRA [57] for a steel chemically similar to 
Grade 430 reinforcing bar steel, En14, in the absence of the equivalent information 

2 Australian Welding Research Association 
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for the exact alloy. The composition of ElI14 is given in Appendi?C D. 

7.1.1 Mesh, Weld Conditions and Results 

The mesh used to simulate the weld is showll in Figure 7.1. The geometry is similar 
to that used for the sublllerged arc weld!>. but is refilled to enable the representation 
of the smaller scale flux input and thermal transients of the lower heat input manual 
metal arc welding process. 

r~ 
oj 

--.-.----.~ 10D mm ----. 

1 

Figure 7.1: Finite Element Mesh for 40 111m Butt-Joint 

A large range of models with differing heat inputs were tested for the first preheat 
temperat me; 25°C. This allowed the determination o[ the relationship between 
heat input a.nd cooling rat.e at. a heat input less intense than that considered in 
the submerged arc weld exalllp!f·s. The models alld weld conditiolls [or the 25 0

(: 

preheat case are listed ill Tabl(' 7.1. alollg with tlte results of each test rUll. 

The dimensions of the weld pool parameters were calculated using the non-
dimensional technique of Christensell [1:3}. --

The relationship between cooling time to reach critical hardness, and the heat 
input is shown in Figure 7.2. 

Heal Input (kJjmm) 

Figure 7.:2: VariaLioll of CriLical C:oolillg KaLe with Ileal. Iliput for a 40 IIllll PlaLe Butt-Joint. 
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Table 7.1: Cooling Times for 40 !lUll Butt-Joint, Preheat=25 cC. 

Weld Conditions 
'f/ = 0.8, Voltage = 25V, vel = 2 mm/s, fJ 0.6, iT 1.4 

Model Heat Current THou-soo Cooling HE 
Name Input Rate 

(kJ/mm) (A) (s) ( °C/s) (Hv) 

A'vVRA4 0_0 1 2.25 180 7.096 4') 'r~ _._11 408.0 
A\VRA40_02 1 .. 50 120 <1.260 70.423 432.9 
AWRA40_03 2.00 l(iO 6.141 48.852 415.8 
AVVRA40_0~ 1.7.5 1·10 iJ.220 :)2.·~ I (i -I EJ..l 
A \·VHA40_0.5 2.50 :WO 7.9 :~7.975 401.9 
AVv'RA40_0(i 1.25 100 :J.272 ~ UiS7 44:3.2 
A\·VRA40_07 0) -r; _. Ii) 220 8.~77 33.795 394.9 
A \,VRA40_0S 1.00 SO "" J:352" """ "'''' 

A\VRA40_09 3.00 240 9.75·1 30.757 388.9 
AWRA40_10 a.2,5 2(W 10.608 28.281 383.9 
AWRA40_11 3.50 280 1 J .592 25.880 377.3 
A\VRA40_12 3.75 300 12 . .541 23.922 371.7 
AWRA40_13 4.00 320 13.531 22.171 366.l 
A\VRA40_14 4.85 388 16.626 18.044 350.2 

As might have been expected, given the results of the parametric analysis; near 
the critical cooling rate, the cooling times vary lillearly with heat input. Increased 
heat input meallS coolillg is slower because or the greater amoullt of heat ellergy to 

dissipate. This meant lilat fewer llIodels lleeded t.o be run to find the critical heat 
input for the preheat being studied. Ollce two results reasonably close to critical 
could be obtained, linear interpolation was used to estimate the heat input that 

would yield 350 Hv. 

Model AWRAIO_OS simulated a heat input of LOO kJ/mm. This was not pow
erful enough to raise the node temperatures above melting temperature, and so no 

T800-500 cooling time was calculated. 

Only a few runs were executed for each subsequent preheat temperature. The 
preheat temperature was varied in steps of 25°C, as hot as 37,5 "C. The results, in 

terms of the fastest T 800-500 cooling time occurring in the heat affected zone are 
given in Table 7.2. The critical hea!. illput va.lues for each preheat arc plotted in 

Figure 7.7 of Section 7 A.!, 
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Table 7.2: Cooling Times for 40 mm BUll-Joint, at Different Preheats (Continued Page 65). 

Weld Conditions --
11 = 0.8, Voltage = 25V, vel = 2 mm/s, If = 0.6, IT 1.4 

Model Heat Current TSOO- 500 Cooling HE 
Name Input Rate 

(kJ/mm) (A) (s) ( °C/s) (Hv) 

AWRA40J>H50_01 3.50 280 12.570 23.866 371.5 
AWRA40.J>H50_02 3.75 300 14.280 21.008 362.0 
AWRA40.J>H50_03 4.00 320 lS.202 19.734 357.2 
AWRA40.J>H50_04 4.25 340 16.134 18.594 352.6 
AWRA40.J>H50_05 4.50 360 16.653 18.015 350.0 
AWRA40.J>H7S_01 3.00 240 13.025 23:033 368.9 
AWRA40.J>H75_02 3.25 260 13.993 21.439 363.6 
AWRA40.J>H7S_03 3.50 280 14.786 20.289 359.4 
AWRA40.J> H7.5_04 :3. 7.5 :300 1.5 . .545 19.299 35.S.S 
AWRA40.J>H75_05 4.00 :320 16.592 IS.0S1 350.3 

It was found necessary to recalculate the ellipsoidal parameters for the higher 
heat input welds. Although they did influence ttl<' results. it was decided that just 
three sets of dimensiolls were enough to cover the range of heat inputs. Analysis of 
the results is presellted ill Sectioll 7.-1.1. 

7.2 Butt-Joint Weld of 20 mm Plate 

The next joint looked at was a. butt-joint weld of 20 mm plate (combined thickness 
40 mm). The material properties and weld conditions were the same as for the 

40 mm plate joint. 

7.2.1 Mesh, Weld Conditions and Results 

The mesh used for the 20 mm welds is shown in Figure 7.3. The mesh is quite 
similar to the thicker butt-joint, but with some layers of elements removed. 

Test models were rUB ill the same manlier as before (with the 40 mm cases), 
with only a few heat inputs lleeded at each preheat temperature. 

The lIlodel llolIWS, cOllditiolls ami resulls are presellLf'd ill Ta.ble 7.:3. The range 
of preheat.s dlm.;ell \Yo::; frolll 0 to 150 DC ill DC steps. 

Analysis of the results is presenteci ill Section 7.4.l. 
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100 1111 

I:li tJ} lm 
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~ 

Figure 7.3: Finitc Elemcnt l\Iesh for :.10 mill UUtl-Joint. 

7.3 T-Joint Fillet Weld 

The last of the example welds chosen was a T-joint fillet weld of combined thickness 
80 mm. 

7.3.1 Mesh, Weld Conditions and Results 

The mesh used for the T-joints is shown in Figure 7.4. The whole of the joint 
had to be modelled, resulting in large numbers of elements and nodes (e.g. 2838 
nodes and 947 elements for T J3). The meshes consisted of 6-noded triangles and 
S-noded quadrilaterals. 3 The first mesh represents the case where the final run is 
being welded, after the earlier rUlls have been allowed to cool. This case provides 
the greatest heat. sillk, and is the worst scenario. 

~ 

++--+-+-+-+-+-t-+-f __ J 

Figure 7.4: Finite Element Mesh for T-Joint. wit.h Combined Thickness = 80 mm 

3 A 40 mm plate butt-join!. wa.,:> meshed using just t.riangles and compared to t.he same case 
meshed with quadrilaterals to test. the flux caJculal.ioll capability for 6-noded triangles. The results 
were nearly identical. 
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The results for the modd, given in Table 7.4, showed that the T-joint cooled very 
quickly when compared to a butt-joint of the same combined thickness (40 nun plate) . 
It was decided to analyse another T -joint, with a smaller fillet size on one side and no 
fillet on the other side. 

The result was slower cooling, but still very fast when compared to the 40 mm 
butt-joint. This time the Tsoo-soo cooling time was 10.94 seconds for 420A. It was 
thought that the large area (volume) immediately surrounding the bead provided a 
large heat sink. The distance across the diagonal (straight down from the electrode 
axis) is not much less than the 'infinite' plate thickness; Hence the rapid cooling 
compared to butt welds . 

Figure 7 .5 shows the thermal contours soon after the heat source was applied. 
Note that the heat has not propagated to the edges, cooling like a thick plate. 
Figure 7.6 shows the thermal contours 50 seconds later, after the heat source has 
passed. Refer to Figure 5.6 on page 49 for the thermal contour key. 

Figure 7.5: Thermal Contours of T -Joint as Heal Source Passes. 

7.4 Analysis of Results 

7.4.1 COluparison with AWRA Technical Note 1 

The resulrs of the three example welds are plmted over the nomogram from A WRA 
Technical Note Ill, shown in Figure 7 .7. The composition chosen gives a CE of 
abollt 0.51, but it will normally be in the range 0.45 ·-0.50, which is group five in 

Figure 1 of A WRA III (see Appendix F). For a combined thickness of 80 mm: i.e. for 
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F'igure 7.6: Thcrtll<:J.i COIlt.our:; or T-.l o illt. SU S'~collds AI·ter IlcaJ. Source It ;J .~ P()..~sed. 

40 mm butt -joillt or the T-joint, the Joint WeLdabllil!J Indc:r'l is D. For a cornbinecl 

thid::ness of 40 mm (20 mm plate join t.), the Joint Welclability Index i s B. 
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of Numerica l Results with A WRA #1 Recommendations . 

TIl(:' blltL -joillLs c1isplil·Y silllilar beitaviour in Fig'll"<:' 7.7. lniti a. ll y, at 0 -25 °e, 
Lhey are very clo.se [.0 LiIC .:\\Vll. /\ rCC0I11I1lCIld;ILiuJl s, il lld sliJShLly cU II scr v"llivc. For 

;l giV(,ll hca.t. inpllL 1.11<.' Illoclcllcd rl 'sl til. :; ililply iI prcl}(,<I.L I.cIIlpcril.Lllrl' less Lita.ll tit" 

' L'( ~c llllici:ll Note. L"o r Slllc}J lcr Il caL ill Jlllt.s or IluLLer prel]('<l.t. we ld s, Llw I1llmnica.1 

reslllts depart. from t.1}(' nOlllograll1 rccolllllj('lld".LioII S. 'I'll(' m ode l pred ic t s Lhal., fo r 

a gi ve ll heal illl)l[l. , ;}, \t o Ll.el prdlc, lJ is Ilccdeci (Lhall !\\vlL \ rCCOmIl1Pll<is) l.o gel. a 
crack-fr ee weld. Tile Ill od l' l plcclini oll s ,H(' IluL COIlSCl"\d.Livt' wiLh l CSP('cl, to AW'ltA 

}"(' co III I I\(' I \( I at. i 0 II S . 

. ITh ' .J oill!. \,Vdd ;t! , i1 il.y 111 ,1<--:\ ' i:-; ;I f;t C!.()j ;I.CC () llllt,lll g fo r COO l lllg capac i LY o f jo in I, "'eUI1WLI·Y ;L1ld 

I Ii" afre ·t lJ f cOlll[>usi l i()1 1 O i l 1.11< ' h;1rd " II ;l hil i l.y . 
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thickness, The extreme case especially, with the large fillets already in place, cooled 
very quickly. For most real heat inputs, the area (volume) nea('the bead is great 
enough to ind uce rapid cooling behaviour, approaching that of the infinite plate, 
This shows that a simple, algebraic, addition of heat conducting pathways is not an 
accurate representation of the dissipative ability of a weld joint other than simple 
butt-joint. 

In general. the 1110d<>1 predictions were not conservative when compared to the 
AWRA nomogram. At this stage, it ,,,as suspected that the method used in AWRA 
used a different parameter as the basis of their predictions, that is, the comparison 
was not a fair one. Upon investigation, it was discovered that AWRA make use .of 
a different cooling parameter; 'Cooling Rate at 300°C', in °C/s. -, 

The A \VRA method converts the cooling rate at 300°C to a specific hardness in 
the heat affected zone, the upper limit being 350 Hv. The method is very similar 
to what was used for the predictions using PAFEC. The method used by AWRA to 
calculate the hardness, given the cooling rate, was not specified, but it appears to 
be based on empirical relationships originally developed by Cottrell [62]. 

It is also stated in A WRA # 1, that some of the predictions had been modified, 
subject to experience, and weld crack test results. They also observed that: 

Practise has shown that higher HAZ hardness can be permitted as the 
carbon content or CE is increased and as the hydrogen level is reduced. 

The cut-off" showlJ if Figures 1.2 alld 3 of AWRA are justified by: 

... practise indicates these limiting values are more realistic than the un
duly high initial plate temperatures derived from the rigorous application 
of the working relationships between cooling rate and CEo 

It was found that the A WRA recommendations were made by making a compro
mise between a maximum hardness of 350 Hv (based on the cooling rate at 300°C) 
and cracking limit found from controlled thermal severity tests. Figures 11 and 12 
on page 27 of Technical Note 1 display the relationships between HAZ cooling rate 
at 300 DC and carbon equivalent for crack avoidance. From Figure 11 it can be seen 
that the critical cooling rate for a material with a CE = 0.45-0.50 is 8-5°C/s at 
300 DC. 

It would be worthwhile testing how the models already tested correlate to the 
AWRA standard by running them again, but to longer calculation times and check
ing the 300°C cooling rate. 
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7.4.2 Comparison with BS5135 

As a further check, the result.s were compared t.o another welding standard, BS5135: 
'Process of Arc Welding of Carbon and Carbon-Manganese Steels'. BS5135 presents 
its recommendations in a similar l but slightly different manner to AWRA #1. The 
final nomogram gives lines of minimum preheat temperature on a graph of combined 
thickness (calculated ill the same way as in A\VRA #1) versus arc energy (heat 
input). 

When the model results (Tsoo-5oo cooling time to give a hardness of 350 Hv) are 
plotted on this nomogram in Figure /,8, it can be seell that the model predictions 
are conservative. This tends to confirm til(' model predictions, contrary to t~he 
comparison with AWHA #1. 
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of Numerical Results with BS5135 Recommendations. 
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Table 7,2: Cooling Times for 40 nlm Butt-Joint, at Different Preheats, 

AWRA40...PHlOO_OI 3.50 280 15.941 18.819 353.5 
AWRA40...PHlOO_02 3,75 300 17.123 17.521 347.8 
AWRA40...PHI00_03 3.25 260 15.135 19.822 357.6 
AWRA40...P H 100_06 2.25 180 11. 753 25.525 376.3 
AWRA40...PHIOO_07 3.25 260 15.923 18.841 353.6 
Interpolation 3.41 350.0 
AWRA40...PHI25_01 2.50 200 13.275. 22.599 367.5 
AWRA40...PHI25_02 3.00 240 16.289 18.417 351.8 
AWRA40...PHI25_03 2.75 220 15.420 19.453 356.1 
Interpolation 3.10 I 350.0 
AWRA40...PHI50_01 2.50 200 15.668 19.147 354.9 
AWRA40...PHI50_02 3.25 260 19.194 15.630 338.4 
Interpolation 2.72 350.0 
AWRA40...PHI75_01 2.50 200 17.198 17.444 347.4 
AWRA40...PHI75_02 2.75 220 18.329 16.368 342.2 
interpolation 2.38 :350.0 
AWRA40...PH200_01 2.50 200 18.692 16.050 340.6 
AWRA40...PH200_02 :2.00 160 15.761 19.034 354.4 
11lte11wlal io 11 ~.IG :3,1)0.0 
AWRA40YH275_01 1.50 l:.!O IS.2Sh 16.405 342.4 
AWRA40...P H275_02 1.00 80 12.983 23.107 369.1 
Interpolation 1.36 I 350.0 
AWRA40...PH300_01 1.125 90 18.334 16.363 342.2 

" 

AWRA40...PH300_02 1.00 80 15.078 19.896 357.9 
Interpolation 1.06 350.0 
AWRA40...PH325_01 1.125 90 19.704 15.225 336.2 
AWRA40...PH325_02 0.75 60 13.929 21.538 363.9 
Interpolation 0.94 350.0 
AWRA40...PH350_01 1.00 80 21.993 13.641 326.8 
AWRA40...PH350_02 0.50 40 11.360 26.408 378.7 
Interpolation 0.78 350.0 
AWRA40...PH375_01 0.50 40 14.463 20.743 361.1 
AWRA40...PH375_02 0.60 48 17.078 17.566 348.0 
Interpolation 0.58 

! 350.0 
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TabJe 7.3: Cooling Times for 20 mm Butt-Joint, at. Difrerent Preheats. 

Weld Conditions 

." 0.8, Voltage = 25V, vel 2 mm/s, If = 0.6, Ir = 1.4 
Model Heat Currellt T 800-500 Cooling HE 
Name Input Rate 

(kJ/mm) (A) (s) ( °C/s) (Hv) 
AWRA20..PHOOO_Ol 3.00 240 19.805 15.148 335.8 
AWRA20..PHOOO_02 2.50 200 13.643 21.989 365.5 
Interpolation 2.76 350.0 
AWRA20..PH025_01 2.50 200 15.675 19.139 354.8 
AWRA20..PH025_02 2.75 220 18.494 16.221 341.5 
Interpolation 2.59 350.0 
AWRA20..PHO.50_01 2.50 200 17.434 17.208 346.3 
AWRA20..PHO.50_02 2.25 180 14..535 20.640 360.7 
Interpolation 2.44 350.0 
A WRA20..PH075_01 2.40 192 18.255 16.434 342.6 
AWRA20..PH075_02 2.10 168 14.78:3 20.294 359.4 
Interpolation ? 'r ~.~I 350.0 
AWRA 20..PH 1 00_01 2.00 160 15.317 19.586 356.7 
AWRA20..PHI00_02 2.40 192 21.315 14.075 329.5 
Interpolation 2.10 350.0 
AWRA20_PHI25_01 2.00 160 17.706 16.944 345.1 
AWRA20..PH125_02 1.7S 140 13.726 21.8.56 36S.0 
Interpolation UJ4 350.0 
A \VRA20_PH 150_01 1.75 140 1.5.90S 18.862 353.1' 
AWRA20..PH150_02 2.00 160 20.874 14.372 331.3 
Interpolatiol/ 1.79 3.50.0 
AWRA20..PHI75_01 1.60 128 16.4:33 18.256 351.1 
AWRA20_PH175_02 1.90 152 22.075 13.590 326.5 
Interpolation 1.61 350.0 
AWRA20_PH200_01 1.30 104 13.596 22.065 326.5 
AWRA20..PH200_02 1.70 136 21.022 14.271 362.1 
Interpolation 1.56 350.0 
AWRA20..PH22,s_01 1.30 104 16.085 18.651 340.8 
AWRA20_PH225_02 1.70 136 25.482 11.773 376.2 
Interpolation 1.40 350.0 
AWRA20..PH2S0_01 1.00 100 18.492 16.223 352.1 

. AWRA20..PH2.50_02 1.50 125 24.837 12.079 374.4 
Interpolation 1.23 350.0 
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Table 7.4; Cooling Time1j at Different Preheats for T-Joint; Combined Thickness=80 mm. 

Weld Conditions 
1/ = 0.8, Voltage 25V, vel 2 mm/s, fJ 0.6, JT = 1.4 

Model Heat Current Tsoo-soo Cooling HE 
Name Input Rate 

(kJ/mm) (A) (s) (OC/s) (Hv) 
A\iVRAT J40_01 5.25 420 10.880 27.574 381.6 
A\VRATJ40_02 4.85 388 10.426 28.774 384.1 
AWRATJ40_03 7.50 600 15.962 18.795 353.4 
AWRATJ40_04 8.13 650 17.693 16.956 345.1 
AWRAT J40_05 (75°C preheat) 7.50 600 20.306 14.774 333.6 
Recalculate Pool Dimensions 
for 600A x 25V: 
A \VRAT.J40_06 (7,5 °C preheat) 7.50 600 14.931 20.092 358.6 
AWRATJ40_07 (75°C preheat) S.13 650 14.1Q8 21.265 363.0 
A\VRA2TJ40_01 4.8,5 388 6.405 46.838 413.6 . 
AWRA2TJ40_02 .5.2.5 420 7.013 42.778 408.7 
A \VRA1TJ·1O_01 1.8S :388 10.169 29 . .501 386.2 
A \VRA:3T J40_02 5.2,5 420 10.939 27.425 381.3 
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Chapter 

Example Welds in Three 
Dime 

The last part of the project was extending the model to three-dimensional analy
sis. Considerable effort was required to expand the calculation programs to three
dimensional flux calculations. To test the correlation of the modified algorithms, 
three dimensional models with one thin layer of elements deep were tested. The 
ubiquitous 40 mm plate butt-joint (at 388A to give 350 Hv) was chosen as the case 
for comparisoll to two dimensions. Because it was realized that computation times 
were goillg to be very IOllg, a very simple mesh was chosell. The 40 mm plate was 
meshed as coarsely as possible, as shown in Figure 8.1. This mesh was run in two 
dimensions first, to make sure the coarselless did 1I0t distort the results too much. 
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Figure 8.1: Very Coarse Finite Element Mesh for 40 mm Butt-Joint 

Using the I/FEM facility to 'create solid mesh from surface elements', the coarse 
mesh was extruded into layers of three-dimensional elements.' An example of this is 
showlI in FigllJ'(' 8.2, which ('()I)sists 0[' S layers of three-dirnellsional 20-noded brick 
elemnts, each 5 111m deep. 
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x 

Figure 8.2: Finite Element Mesh for Three-Dimensional 40 mm Butt-Joint 

8.1 Variation of Cooling Time with 'Plate Depth' 

Single layers of elements 5.0 mm thick were modelled, then more layers were added 
to examine the effect of allowing heat conduction in the third dimension (along the 
weld). 

An extra two models of 25 mm depth were run at a slightly higher and lower 
heat input to judge the effect on the cooling profile. Two models of different preheat 
temperatures were also run for the 25 mm deep model. 

8.1.1 Results 

The 1'800-500 cooling time results of the three-dimensional models with increasing 
depth are given in Table 8.1. Figure 8.:3 shows the coordina.te system used in the 
three-dimensional models. 

Plotted in Figure 8.4, are the results of 1'800-0500 versus distance along the axis of 
the weld for thin models of 1-3 layers of 5 mm elements. They show good correlation 
to the two-dimensional results, and display very little variation in cooling rate along 
the length of the weld. 

With the longer 'welds (z ~ 20 mm), a variation in the cooling time along the 
weld is observed. The beginning of the weld tends to have a. slower cooling rate 
(longer 1'800-500 time), and as the weld progresses (increasing z), the metal cools 
faster (shorter 1'800-500 ti me). 

At first, this seems counter-intuitive; 011e might expect that since conduction in 
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Figure 8.3: Three-Dimensional Coordinate System. 
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the third dimension is possible, heat can conduct ahead of the arc source, hence 
preheating the metal ahead, and therefore slowing the cooling rate in the metal 
further along the weld. 

One hypothesis which could explain the observed behaviour is as follows: At the 
leading edge, heat cannot conduct backwards, behind the heat source and, being 
'trapped', ensures slower cooling. In the middle section of the weld metal, heat 
is conducted behind the heat source continuously and provides some extra heat 
energy behind to keep cooling rates moderate. At the end edge of the weld, no heat 
is conducted from ahead and so it has, effectively, less heat input. and it cools faster. 
An idea which supports this hypothesis is that most of the heat from the arc comes 
in the rear haH 'ellipsoid' (/1 0.6, fr = 1.4 in Equations 3.17 & 3.18 ) and the 
heat is added behind the origill of the arc. 

Assuming such a phenomenon is occurring, the longest weld modelled, at 40 
mm long, displays on the graph (Figure 8.4) the two end effects which are so close 
that they blend in the middle. This means that weld defects should be more likely 
at the end of a weld, where cooling is more rapid. Of course, the way to test the 
hypothesis would be to model a weld considerably longer than 40 mm, say 100 or 
200 mm long. However, this was not attempted, since computation times for the 
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Table 8.1: Cooling Time Results for Three-Dimensional Models of Increasing Depth. 

Weld Conditions 
7J = 0.8, Current = 388A. Voltage 25V, vel = 2 mm/s, If = 0.6, IT = 1.4 

Model Plate Tgoo-500 Critical Cooling Time 
Name Oepth at Distance Z mm along the weld 

(mm) (s) 
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 

20 0.0 17.78 
305 5.0 18.75 ?'l .. 
3010 10.0 17.79 17.84 17.88 -< 

3015 15.0 17.36 17.41 17.51 17.52 
3020 20.0 17.44 17.27 17.08 16.75 16.58 
3025 25.0 18.79 18.21 17.07 16.34 15.85 15.68 
3025PH50 25.0 20.47 19.88 18.76 17.92 17.38 17.17 
3025PHOO 25.0 24.36 23.85 22.87 22.10 21.61 21.40 
30251350 25.0 17.21 16.54 15.29 14.52 13.95 13.74 
30251400 25.0 19.58 19.04 18.00 17.17 16.63 16.44 
3030 
3040 

30.0 19.78 19.15 17.91 16.68 15.95 15.53 15.40 
40.0 18.75 18.69 18.59 17.91 16.98 16.17 15.78 15.63 15.60 

longer models, even for Ruch a coarse and simple mesh, were becoming prohibitively 
long. If a model malJaged t.o rUll 1.0 cOlllpletioll. olle such as t.ht, 40 IlIIll long weld 
took around 50 hours CPl; tillle (in tlle order of G days real time). 

The thermal contours of a 40mm long model are shown in Figure 8.5. Only the 
contours on the surface can be seell. The model is shown as the heat source passes 
over the leading edge. 

For the 25 mm deep model, varying the preheat or heat input left the temperature 
profile the same shape, but translated the curve up 01' down. 

8. Variation of Cooling Time with late Width 

The ultimate aim of this project was to model bar-welds in three dimensions. In the 
final section of work performed, an approach to this goal was made. The variation 
of cooling behaviour as plate width is reduced was tested to show how bar welds 
would differ from plate welds, where conduction must OCCllr mainly in the axis of 
the weld. 

The 40 mm long by 100 111m wide pla.te test-case wa.s chosen as a starting point. 
Columns of elements were rellloved [rol1l the width. or cbanged ill si:0e to achieve a 
range of plate widths. 
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Figure 8.5: Thermal Con(.ours on Surface of Three Dimensional Model 40mm Long 

The resu lts are shown in Table 8.2. The cooling times versus distance along the 
welcl length for each widLh (I.re sho'vvn in Figure 8.6, and the variation of cool ing time 

versus pl(l.Le widLh is shown in Figure 8.7. 

It C<l.n be seen that, simila.r (,0 the variat.ion of pla.te thickness st udy: there is a. 

size, beyond which, cooling bel lil.ves ilS if tlw plaL(~ is inf1nite1ly large. For pla.tes less 
tha.n [)O Illll! wide, (:uolillg Lillle's I'ilpiclly illCl'CilSC (cool ::;I o wcr) , (\.l Id the fZjHAZ 
h O llllll il ry Li 111 (:-; i)(,C()IIIC 1111lcll S IOWCI' Lllilll LIJ(' US 17 ::iccollds 5 11 0\\,11 Lo be crit.ical. 
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Chapter 8. Example 'Velds ill Three DimelJsions 

Table 8.2: Cooling Time Results for Three-Dimensional Models of Decreasing Width. 

Weld Conditions 
0.8, Current = 388A, Voltage 25V, vel 2 mm/s, fJ = 0.6, iT = 1.4 
Plate 

Width 
(mm) 

0.0 
27 47.02 
30 29.28 
33 23.62 
40 20.03 
50 1S.91 
60 18.76 

80+ 18.7,5 

30 

25 

20 

T 800-500 Critical Cooling Time 
at Distance Z mm along the weld 

(5) 
5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 

47.15 47.74 47.86 47.84 
29.34 29.68 29.49 29.04 
23.67 23.84 23.48 22.87 
20.02 20.02 19.48 18.69 
IS.86 18.78 18.14 17.25 
HL71 HL61 17.9·1 17.02 
I~U)9 11:'.:)9 1 i.n I I(UJ~ 

en tIcal CoolIng T lme 
Vs. Plate Length 

JJ wide 

25.0 
47.82 
28.61 
22.27 
17.99 
16.4i 
IG.21 
W.17 

.30.0 35.0 40.0 
48.52 49.24 49.48 
28.81 29.17 29.31 
22.20 22.32 22.24 
17.73 17.69 17.69 
16.11 15.98 15.96 
15.83 15.G8 15.6':) 
10.78 1,5.G;~ 15.GO 

KEY 

--- 33mm W.d .. 
................. 40mm W.d .. 
--------. 50mm W.de 
•• -.-.-.- 60mm W.d., 
----. 60+mm W.do 

15 '---~---'---~-
o 10 20 30 

Dlstonce Along Weld (mm) 

40 

Figure 8.6: Cooling llate Along Weld for Various Plate Widths. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

This chapter prescuts a summary of the important topics and findings of all the 
work carried out. during the project.. Ideas for further stud)' alJd experirnelltat.iolJ 
are also given. 

9.1 Conclusions 

It was decided to investigate the influence of weld conditions on the thermal history 
of welds, since this is a complex aspect of welding that can cause hardened, heat
affected structures, resulting in welds that can fail due to hydrogen cracking. 

After reviewing existing research, it was found that using finite element analysis 
to simulate the transient thermal conditions of the weld would prove to be the 
most accurate and fiexible method of modelling. Using the commercial FE software 
package PAFEC, and custom written routines for calculation and analysis of results, 
a thermal weld model was developed. The model is based mainly on the double 
ellipsoidal model of Goldak et al. , and incorporates: 

is A flexible weld heat input method (double ellipsoidal model). 

• Tempera.ture dependent thermal conductivity and specific heat. 

• Latent heats of transformatioll and fusion accounted for. 

• Flexi bili ty with respect to geometry and initial and boundary conditions. 

Initial test runs were performed in two-dimensional analysis and confirmed the 
accuracy and reliability of the model with respect to previous finite element and 
experimental studies. 
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Parametric analyses in two and three dimensions were run to find how cooling 
behaviour was influenced by a range of weld collditions and geometries. 

Cooling rate was decreased by welding thinner plates and by increasing heat 
input. For a given heat input, there exists a plate thickness, beyond which, cooling 
does not become faster - the so called 'infinite plate' cooling behaviour. 

A number of plate welds were modelled for comparison to existing plate welding 
standards. Direct comparison of numerical results with welding standard recom
mendations was difficult, but the results predicted necessary preheat temperatures 
around the expected levels. The predictions made from the numerical model were 
conservative with respect to BS5135, but. were extreme when compared to the rec
ommended preheats of AWRA Technical Note # 1, especially at lower preheat tem
peratures. This was probably due to the difference in the empirical equations used 
to predict the heat affected zone hardness from the cooling rates, and modifications 
to the welding standard relationships based on experience. 

Analyzing plate joints in three dimensions showed (what are most likely to be) 
end effects occurring in a weld. The fastest cooling occurs at the trailing edge (the 
end) of a plate weld. 

Reducing the width of three-dimensiollal plate welds showed that narrow welds, 
approaching the cross-sectional proportiolls of a bar-wcld cool much slower and, 
therefore, have a much greater weldability than platc welds. 

In general, a high level of confideIlce was established in the predictive ability of 
the numerical model. 

Because the scope of the project was (necessarily) limited, it was not possible 
to carry it through to provide accurate predictions of weldability for bar-welds. 
However, given sufficient time and computing resources, 1 believe such predictions 
are readily attainable. 

9.2 Recommendations for Further Work 

Numerous possibilities exist for extension of, or new work to follow on from, this 
project. 

9.2.1 Experimental 

A step that could easily be made next would be to compare model pJ'edictions with 
welds that could be performed experimelltally. This would also allow the refiuement 
of the ellipsoid dimensions. Comparison could be ma.de of FZ and HAZ shapes and 
dimensions. Hardness tests at various points in the weld could also provide a direct 
comparison to predictions. It might also be possible to get approximate thermal 
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histories of points near the weld using thermocouples (say). Crack tests could be run 
to test the conservatism of weldability predictions. 

As mentioned in Chapter 7, it may be worth investigating further the link between 
numerical predictions for necessary preheats, and the preheat temperatures 
recommended by welding standards. In particular, comparing the cooling times and 
rates to the lower temperatures (300°C) used by some of the welding standards. 

9.2.2 Model Refinement 

Several further refinements to the numerical model could be made. Convection and 
radiation could be investigated and their relative importance in different weld 
conditions analysed. It seems probable that these two additional forms of heat loss 
would become increasingly important for the slower cooling bar welds. 

A number of superior numerical methods to account for the latent heat of fusion were 
encountered in the literature; rather than just including it in the specific heat variation 
with temperature. This would, however, require specially written FEA software. 

An interesting topic noticed in passing during the research was that of weld pool 
modelling; specifically the interaction of surface tension, electromagnetic and 
convection driven forces, and how they affect weld penetration and transmission of 
heat energy. In the current model, these are accounted for in an approximate, 
empirical mann~r. Significant scope exists for research in this, relatively new, area of 
study. 

9.2.3 Metallurgy 

Finally, the important link between cooling behaviour and its influence on the final 
metal structure and likelihood of cracking warrants further investigation. An area that 
was not touched upon directly in this project was how cooling affects hydrogen 
concentration. A commonly used parameter is T1oo , time to cool to 100°C, during 
which hydrogen diffusion out of the weld occurs. Modelling the levels of hydrogen 
and diffusion should also be possible. 

Predicting grain growth and microstructures from initial composition and cooling 
behaviour is another, bordering, topic worth considering. 

The combination of all the mentioned topics suggests it will eventually be possible to 
construct a highly comprehensive model of arc welding. 
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Appendix A 

G los ary of er 

A.l Welding Processes 

GMA Gas 1\'letal Arc (weldillg) 

MIG Metal Inert Gas (welding) 

MMA Manual Metal Arc (welding) 

SAW Submerged Arc Welding 

TIG Tungsten Inert Gas (welding) 

A .. 2 Metallurgical Terms 

CE Carbon Equivalent 

CTS Controlled Thermal Severity (crack test) 

FZ Fusion Zone 

HAZ Heat Affected Zone 

HICC Hydrogen Induced Cold Cracking 

MPZ Molten Pool Zone 

A.3 Miscellaneous Terms 

FD Fini te Difference 

FEA Finite Element Analysis 

FEM Finite Element Method 

PAFEC Program for Automatic Finite element Calculation 

PIGS PAFEC Interactive Graphics System 
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Appendix B 

Sour e C de in VAX C 

B.l THEORY.C 

# include stdio; 
# include descrip; 
# include math; 
double pi = 3.1415926536; 

mainO 
{ 

int n, t, timesteps; 
float k1, ta, tb, x, 1, alfsqd, duration, temp[80i], time [801] ; 
double k2, a, b, sum; 
auto $DESCRIPTOR(title,"TEMP V TIME (THEORY)\O"); '-

clsO; 
printf(" \n\n\n ANALYTICAL SOLUTION TO 1-D TRANSIENT HEAT FLOW PROBLEM"); 
printf("\n\n\n\nENTER A VALUE FOR X: "); 

ta= 1600; 
tb= 25; 
1= 0.05; 
alfsqd= 1.36e-5; 
scanf("1.f" .&x); 
printf(lI\n\nENTER THE REQUIRED DURATION (0-40 sec) "); 
kl= (x*(tb-ta)/2/l) + (ta+tb)/2; 
k2= (tb-ta)/pi; 
a= pi*x/1; 
b= -1.0*pi*pi*a1fsqd/l/l; 
scanf("Y,f" ,&duration); 
timesteps = (duration*20) + 1; 
for (t=O; t < timesteps; t++) 
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} 

{ 

time[t+l]=t/20.0; 
sum ::: 0; 
for (n=l; n < 300; n++) 

Appendix B. Source Code in VAX C 

sum+= sin(n*a)*exp(n*n*b*t/20.0)/n; 
temp[t+l]= kl + k2*sum; 
printf( "\nAt t= %f. temp::: %i". time [t+1]. temp [U1]) ; 
} 

temp[l]= 25.0; 

/* Now call NCAR routines to generate gmeta file */ 
opngks(); 
ezxy(time. temp. &timesteps, &title); 
clsgksO; 
exit(); 

cls() /* Clear the text screen (non-graphics terminals) */ 
{ 

printf("y's","\033[2J"); 
printf(fly's". "\033 [O;OH"); 

} 

.2 FWD_CONVERT.C 

#include stdio; 
#include stdlib; 
#include math; 

#define MAXNODE 9000 
#define MAXEL 3000 
#define THREEDMODEL (e[l] .n[O] -- '6' I I e[l] .n[O] -- '7') 
struct 

{ 

float x; 
float y; 
float z; 
float temp; 

} node[MAXNODE]; 
struct 

{ 

int n [21] ; 
} e[MAXEL]; 

/* nCO] stores e1 type, rest store nodes */ 



B.2. F\VD_CONVERT.C 

main(argc,argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv [] ; 
{ 

FILE *fp_input. "'fp_template. "'fp_flux. *fp_times •• fp_output. *fopen(); 
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int isequal(). npere(). num_n. n_num. num_e' e_num=O. shape, d[10]. pat[9]; 
int shock=FALSE. add_flux=FALSE. calc_flux=FALSE. temps=FALSE. gen_flux=FALSE; 
int pack_num. c. prop. n; 
char line[81J, title [90J '" "TITLE", in_file[8l], out_file [81]; 
char tpl_file[81] "sys$student: [stephen,convert]fwd_convert.tpl"; 
char flux_file []::: "sys$student: [stephen. convert]nodal_flux. shock"; 
char times_f He []::: "sys$student: [stephen. convert] unsteady . datil ; 
char type [] = "39xl0". bufl [140] ; 
float scale=l.O; 
struct 

{ 

float x; 
float y; 
float z· , 

} origin; 

printf("\nForward Conversion: 
origin.x ::: 0.0; 

Neutral File > PAFEC"); 

origin.y = 0.0; 
origin.z = 0.0; 

1* Set up filenames *1 
strcpy(in_file, argv[l]); 
strcpy(out_file, argv[l]); 
strcat(in_file. ". neu"); 
strcat (out_f ile. ". dat") ; 

1* Open Intergraph Neutral File Format 
if «fp_input = fopen(in_file. "r"» 

{ 

file for reading *1 
NULL) 

printf("\nCan't open '%s' file for input". in_file); 
return; 
} 

1* Which set of material properties is required ? *1 
printf("\n\nTPL FILE #%s is being used", argv[2]); 
strcat(tpl_file, argv[2]); 
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1* Read the scale factor from the command line */ 
scale = atof(argv[3]); 

1* Could change this to a loop (use argc) and switch on flag *1 
if (argc > 4) 

for (n=4; n < argc; n++) 
switch (*argv[n]) { 

case 'f': 

} 

add_flux :::: TRUE; 
break; 

case 'c': 
calc_flux = TRUE; 
break; 

case 'g': 
gen_flux = TRUE; 
break; 

default: 
break; 

1* Read in title *1 
fgets(line, 82, fp_input); 
fgets(title+6, 82, fp_input); 
strcpy(title+40, "\n\O",3); 

1* Include flux data *1 

1* Calc Ellipsoid flux *1 

1* Create heat input file */ 

1* Read number of nodes and number of elements *1 
fgets(line, 82, fp_input); 
sscanf(line, "%d %d Y.d %d I.d y'd" ,&d[O] ,M[t] ,&d[2] ,&d[3] ,&num_n,&num_e); 
printf("\n\nReading I/FEM Neutral File '%S'", in_file); 
printf("\n%s", title+6); 
printf("this file contains %d nodes & Y.d elements", num_n, num_e); 

1* Read time and date of creation *1 
fgets(line, 82, fp_input); 

1* Read in node defintions *1 
puts("\nreading node coordinates"); 
for (n_num :::: 1; n_num <= num_n; n_num++) 

{ 

fgets(line, 82, fp_input); 
fgets(line, 82, fp_input); 
sscanf (l ine, 1I'I.f Y.f Y.f", &node [n_num] . x, &node [n_num] . y, &node [n_num] . z) ; 
fgets(line, 82, ip_input); 
} 
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puts("reading element and other data"); 
while (pack_num != 99) 

{ 

fgets(line. 82, fp_input); 
sscanf (line, "Y,d". &pack_num); 
switch (pack_num) 

{ 

case 2: 1* Read in an element *1 
{sBcanf(line, "7.d Y.d %d", id[OJ. id[1J. ishapa); 

a_num++; 
fgets(line, 82, fp_input); 
fgets(line, 82, fp_input); 
switch (shape) 

{ 

case 3: 
sscanf(line,"%d %d %d %d %d Y.d %d %d",&e[e_numJ .n[lJ ,&e[e_numJ .n[2J. 

&e[e_numJ .n[3J ,&e[e_numJ.n[4J,&e[e_numJ.n[5J ,&e[e_numJ.n[BJ: 
e[e_numJ .n[OJ = '1'; 
break; 

case 4: 
sscanf(line, "7.d 7.d %d 7.d %d %d %d %d" .&d[l] ,&d[2] ,&:d[3] ,&d[4J, 

&d[5J ,&d[B] ,&d[7],&d[8J); 
I*sort(d, pat); 

for (c = 1; c < 9; c++) 

e[e_numJ.n[lJ = d[1]; 
e[e_num] .n[2] = d[2]; 
e[e_numJ .n[3J = d[4J; 
e[e_numJ .n[4J = d[3J; 
e[e_numJ .n[5] = d[5]; 
e [~_numJ .n[B] = d[8]; 
e[e_num] .n[7J = d[B]; 
e [e_num] . n [8] = d [7J ; 

e[e_num] .n[O] = '2'; 
break; 

case 7: 

e[e_numJ.n[cJ = d[pat[cJJ; *1 

sscanf(line,"%d Y,d Y,d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d", &e[e_numJ.n[4],&e[e_num].n[5 
,&e[e_num] .n[B] ,&e[e_numJ .n[1J ,te[e_numJ .n[2] ,te[e_num] .n[3J ,te[s_num] .n[13. 

&e[e_num] .n[14] ,&e[e_num] .n[t5] ,&e[e_num].n[tO]); 
fgets(line, 82, fp_input); 
sscanf(line, U%d %d Y,d Y,d Y,d y'd %d Y,d Y.d %d" ,.te[e_numJ .n[1tJ ,&e[e_num] .n[l 

,&e[e_num] .n[7] ,&e[s_num] .n[8].&e[s_numJ .n[9]); 

e[e_num] .n[O] 'B'; 
break; 
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case 8: 
sseanf(line,"Y.d Y.d Y.d Y.d Y.d Y.d Y.d Y.d 'l.d Y.d", &:e[e_num] .n[1] ,&:e[ejlumJ .n[S] 

,&e{e_num].n[7J ,&e[e_num] .n[3J ,&e[e_numJ .n[2] ,&e[e_num].n[6J ,&e[e_numJ.n[8], 
&e [e_num] . n [4] ,&e [e_num] . n [13J ,&e [e_numJ . n [18J ) ; 

fgets(line, 82, fp_input); 
ascanf(line,"'l.d 'l.d %d Y.d 'l.d y'd Y.d 'l.d Y.d i.d",&e[e_num].n[15],&e[e_num].n[10] 

.&e[e_num].n[9] ,&e[e_numJ .n[17].&e[e_num].n[20],&e[e_num].n[12] ,&e[e_num].n[14]. 
&e[e_numJ.n[19J.&e[e_num] .n[16] ,&e[e_num] .n[ltJ); 

} 

} 

e[e_numJ .n[O] = '7'; 
break; 

default: 
break ; 

} 

break; 

case 10; 1* Read nodal temperature */ 
ascanf (line, "%d %d", &d [0], &n_num); 
fgets(line, 82, fp_input); 
sscanf(line, "%f", &node[n_num] .temp); 
if (node [n_num] .temp > 0.0) temps = TRUE; 
if(node[n_num].temp < 0.0) shock = TRUE; 
break; 

case 99: 
printf(IIfinished reading data"); 
break; 

default: 
break; 

} 

1* Close Intergraph Neutral Input File */ 
fclose(fp_input); 

/* Open template file for read, open output file for vrite */ 
if «fp_template = fopen(tpLfHe, "r"» 

== NULL) 
{ 

printf("\nCan't open 'fwd_convert. tpl' template file for input"); 
return; 
} 

if «fp_output = fopen (out_f He. "w"» :== NULL) 
{ 

printf("\nCan't open ''los' file for output". out_file); 
return; 
} 

1* Nov build pafee '.dat' file from template + nodes, elements, temps */ 
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printf("\n\nWriting PAFEC Data Deck File '%s' ", out_file); 
fgets(line, 82, fp_template); 
fputs(line, fp_output); 
fputs(title, fp_output); 

/* Write Node Module */ 
while (! isequal(flNODES fI

, line» 
{ 

fgets(line, 82, fp_template); 
fputs(line, ip_output); 
} 

fgets(line, 82, fp_template); 
fputs(line, fp_output); 
puts("\nwriting nodes"); 
for (n_num = 1; n_num <= num_n; n_num++) 

sprintf(buf1," Y,d 
node [n_num] .x.0.001, 

fputs(buf1, fp_output); 

1 %i %f 
node[n_num].y*O.OOl, 

Y.f\n", n_num, 
node[n_num].z*O.OOl), 

/* Write Element Module */ 
lihile (! isequal("ELEMENTS", line» 

{ 

fgets(line, 82, fp_template); 
fputs(line, fp_output); 
} 

fgets(line, 82, fp_template); 
fputs(line, fp_output); 
puts(flwriting elements"); 
prop = (THREEDMODEL? 11 100); 
for (e_num 1; e_num <= num_e; e_num++) 

{ 

type[2] = e[e_num].n[O]; 
fprintf(fp_output, " %d 
for(n_num :::: 1; n_num <= 

1 %s %d ", e_num, type, 
npere(e[e_num].n[O]); n_num++) 

{ 

fprintf (fp_output, II %d", e [e_num] . n[n_num]); 
if(n_num :::::::: 10) fputs("\n* 
} 

fputc('\n', fp_output); 
} 

II 

/* Write Plates and Shells Modules, if required (2d only) */ 
if (!THREEDMODEL) 

{ 

prop) ; 

puts(IIwriting Plates and Shells Module"); 
fputs(tlC*****************************************************\n", ip_output) 
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fputS("C PLATES AND SHELLS MODULES\n", fp_output); 
fputs("PLATES.AND.SHELLS\n", fp_output); 
fputs("MATERIAL=11\n", fp_output); 
fputs(tlpLATE THICKNESS\n", fp_output); 
fputs("100 O.OOl\n", fp_output); 
} 

1* Write Temperature Module, if required *1 
if (temps) 

{ 

while (!isequal("TEMPERATURE", line)) 
{ 

fgets(line, 82, fp_template); 
fputs(line, fp_output); 
} 

fgets(line, 82. fp_template); 
fputs(line, fp_output); 
puts("writing temps"); 
for (n_num = 1; n_num <= num_n; n_num++) 

if (node [n_num] .temp > 0.0) 

} 

fprintf(fp_output, " %4. Of Y.d\n", node [n_num] . temp, n_num); 
else if (node [n_num] . temp < 0.0) 

{ 

shock::: TRUE; 
fprintf(fp_output, II %4. Of 
} 

1* Calculate elemental fluxes for genric results heat input file */ 
if (gen_flux) heatin(num_n, num_e, &origin); 

1* Calculate new ellipsoidal flux distribution, if required *1 
if (calc_flux) ellipsoid1(num_n, num_e, &origin); 

1* Write Nodal Flux Shock Module, if required */ 
if (add_flux) 

{ 

puts("writing nodal flux data"); 
if «fp_flux fopen(flux_file, "r")) 

== NULL) 
{ 

printf("\nCan't open 'nodal_flux. shock' file for input"); 
return; 
} 

while (fgets(line, 82, fp_flux) 1- NULL) fputs(line, fp_output); 
fclose(fp_flux); 
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} 

1* Write Thermal Shock Data, if required *1 
if (shock) 

{ 
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puts( "-writing thermal shock temps"); 
fputs("C*****************************************************\n". fp_output) 
fputs("THERMAL.SHOCK\n", fp_output); 
fputa("NODE.NUMBER TEMP.TIME.LIST\n", fp_output); 
for (n_num = 1; n_num <= num_n; n_num++) 

if (node [n_num] .temp < 0.0) 
sprintf(bufl, II Y.d %4.0f 0\n",n_num,-1.0*node[n_nurn].temp), 
fputs(bufl, fp_output); 

} 

1* Write rest of Modules until the end *1 
-while (fgets(line, 82, ip_template) != NULL) fputs(line, fp_output); 

1* Write the Unsteady Thermal Times module *1 
puts(" wr iting times module"); 
if (Up_times = fopen(times_file, "r"» 

== NULL) 
{ 

printf("\nCan't open 'unsteady.dat' file for input"); 
return; 
} 

-while (fgets(line, 82, fp_times) != NULL) fputs(line, fp_output); 

1* Write last line *1 
fputs(IIEND.OF.DATA", fp_output); 

1* Close Template, Times and Output Files *1 
fclose(fp_times); 
fclose(fp_template); 
fclose(fp_output); 
printf("\nFinished."); 
} 

int isequal(char a[], char bE]) 
{ 

int i; 

for (i=O; i < strlen(a); i++) 
if (aU] != b[i]) 

return(O); 
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return (1) ; 
} 

struct 
{ 

float x; 
float y; 

} cpy[9J; 
int tpat [9J ; 

sorted, pat) 
int d[10J. pat[9J; 
{ 

int m, n; 

for (m = 1; m < 9; m++) 
{ 

tpat[mJ ::::: m; 
cpy[mJ.x::::: node[d[m]].x; 
cpy[mJ.y ::::: node[d[mJJ .y; 
} 

1* Sort into ascending x *1 
for (m = 7; m > 0; m--) 

for (n ::::: 1; n <= m; n++) 

Appendix B. Source Code in VAX C 

if (cpy[nJ.x > cpy[n+l].x) swap(n,l); 

1* Check for distorted element cross-over nodes *1 
for (m ::::: 2; m < 4; m++) 

if (fabs(cpy[1J.y - cpy[mJ.y) < 0.1) swap(m, (4-m»; 
for (m ::::: 6; m < 8; m++) 

if (fabs(cpy[SJ.y - cpy[mJ.y) < 0.1) swap(m, (5-m»; 

1* Sort first three into ascending y *1 
for (m ::::: 2; m > 0; m- ) 

for (n ::::: 1; n <= m; n++) 
if (cpy[nJ.y > cpy[n+1J.y) swap(n,1); 

1* Sort top & bottom mid-sides into ascending y *1 
if (cpy[4J.y > cpy[5] .y) swap(4,1); 

1* Sort last three into ascending y *1 
for (m = 7; m > 5; m--) 

for (n ::::: 6; n <= m; n++) 
if (cpy[nJ.y > cpy[n+l].y) swap(n,1); 



pat [1] :::; tpat [1] ; 

pat [4] = tpat [B] ; 
pat [7] :::; tpat [7] ; 
} 

pat[2] = tpat [6]; 
pat[5] = tpat[4]; 
pat[B] :::; tpat[5]; 

s~ap(int n, int index) 
{ 

int ntemp; 
float xtemp, ytemp; 

xtemp = cpy[n] .x; 
ytemp = cpy[n].y; 
ntemp :::; tpat[n]; 

cpy[n] .x 
cpy[n].y 
tpat En] 

:::; cpy[n+index].x; 
= cpy[n+index] .y; 
= tpat[n+index]; 

} 

cpy[n+index].x :::; 
cpy[n+index] .y 
tpat[n+index] = 

npere(int type) 
{ 

switch(type) 
{ 

case '1': 
return(6) ; 

case '2': 
return(B); 

case '6': 
return(15) ; 

case '7': 
return(20); 

default: 

xtemp; 
ytemp; 
ntemp; 

pat[3] :::; tpat[3]; 
pat[6] = tpat[2]; 

puts("\nError in npere: unknoW'n element type"); 
return(O) ; 

} 

} 

puts("\nError in npere: dropped through switch"); 
return(O) ; 

99 
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B.3 ELLIPSOID.C 

ELLIPSOIDl 

1* *1 
1* A routine to calculate the equivalent nodal fluxes over time for *1 
1* a moving heat source. The heat source is described by a radially *1 
1* symmetrical Gaussian distribution, in a double ellipsoid shape. *1 
1* The flux values are calculated at element centres and distributed *1 
1* on the nodes according to their respective weights. *1 

#include stdio; 
#include stdlib; 
#include math; 
#include string; 

'define MAXNODE 9000 
#define MAXEL 
#define TOL 
'define PI 

3000 
0.0000049 
3.1415926535897 

'define tri6 e[e_num].n[O] == '1' 
'define rec8 e[e_num].n[O] -- '2' 
#define penlS e[e_num].n[O] -- '6' 
#define hex20 e[e_num] .n[O] -- '7' 
'define norm(AiB) sqrt«x[A]-x[B])*(x[A]-x[B])+(y[A]-y[B])*(y[A]-y[B])+ \ 
(z[A]-z[B])*(z[A]-z[B]» 
#define det(C,D) C[1]*D[2]+D[1]*C[3]+C[2]*D[3]-C[3]*D[2]-C[1]*D[3]-C[2]*D[l] 
#define det4(F,G) F[4]*G[2]+G[4]*F[3]+F[2]*G[3]-F[3]*G[2]-F[4]*G[3]-F[2]*G[4] 
#define NONZEROTIME(E) (fabs (nodal [n_num] .jps[E]) > 0.0000049) 
#define NONZERONODE (nodal [n_num] .hot ;= TRUE) 

extern struct 
{ 

float x; 
float y; 
float z; 
float temp; 

} node [MAXNODE] ; 

extern struct 
{ 

int n[21] ; 
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} e [HAXEL] ; 

ellipsoidl(num_n, num_e, porigin) 
int num_n, num_e; 
struct 

{ 

float x; 
float y; 
float z; 

} *porigin; 

{ 

FILE *fp_input, *fp_output, *fp_pafout, *fopen(); 
int t, timenum, start, end, step, n_num, e_num, p; 
int ~edges=O, bricks=O, squares=O, triangles=O; 
char in_filename 0 = "sys$student: [stephen. convert] flux. in"; 
char paf_filename[] = "sys$student:[stephen,convertJnodal_flux,shock"; 
char melt_fill [4] , buf[140]; 
double intmedl, intmed2, intmed3, flux, eta; 
double V, I, vel, rho, fill_dia, fill_feed, fill_heat, step_time; 
double start_time, end_time, Q, qO, slice_thick, total_test = 0; 
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double tau, alpha, beta, gamma, a, b, c, cl, c2, f, fr, ff, crit_radius; 
double x[21J, y[2I], z[2I] , tI, t2, t3, t4; 

struct 
{ 

char hot; 
float jps[250]; 

} nodal [7500] ; 

struct 
{ 

float x' , 
float y; 
float z; 

} centre; 

puts(lI\nNodal Flux Calculation:"); 
puts("initialising flux array"); 
for (n_num=O; n_num < num_n; n_num++) 

{ 

nodal [n_num] .hot FALSE; 
for (t=O; t < 250; t++) 

nodal [n_num] .jps[t] = 0.0; 
} 

puts(lI reading parameters from file"); 
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I'" Input data for intial conditions *1 
if ({fp_input ::: fopenOn_f ilename, U r ")) == NULL) { 

printf("\nCan't open '%s' to input data", in_filename); 
return; 
} 

fscanf(fp_input, "eta %If\n''. &eta); 1* 1./100 *1 
fscanf(fp_input, .. V %If\n'', tV); 1* V "'I 
fscanf (fp_input , "I %If\n''. &1); 1* A *1 
fscanf(fp_input, "vel 7.lf\n", &vel); 1* romls "'I 
vel *= 0.001; 
fscant(fp_input, "a Y.lf\n 11 , &a) ; 1* rom "'I 
a "'= 0.001; 
fscanf(fp_input. lib 'l.lf\n", &b); 1* rom *1 
b *= 0.001; 
fscanf(fp_input. "cl %If\n'' , &cl) ; 1* rom *1 
cl *= 0.001; 
fscanf(fp_input, "c2 7.If\n" , &c2); 1* rom *1 
c2 *= 0.001; 
fscanf(fp_input, "ff 'l.lf\n" , &ff) ; 
fscanf(fp_input, "fr 'l.lf\n" , &fr); 
fscanf(fp_input, "rho 1.lf\n", &rho) ; 1* g/rom3 *1 
rho *= 1000000; 
fscanf(fp_input, "slice thick 'l.lf\n", &slice_ thick); 1* rom *1 
slice_thick "'= 0.001; 
fscant(fp_input, "filler dia 'l.lf\n". &fill_dia); 1* rom *1 
fill_dia *= 0.001; 
fscanf (fp_input, "filler feed Y.lf\n", &fill_feed); 1* rom *1 
fill_feed *= 0.001; 
fscanf(fp_input, "Subtract heat required to melt filler wire (YIN) ? %s\n", 

melt_fill) ; 
fscant(fp_input, "start_time Y.lf\n", &starCtime); 
fscanf(fp_input, "end_time 1.lf\n", tend_time); 
fscanf(fp_input, "timestep 7.If\n", &step_time); 
fclose(fp_input); 

puts(lIintegrating fluxes"); 
start::: 100 '" start_time; 
end::: 100 * end_time; 
step::: 100 * step_time; 

1* Note implicit conversions to integer *1 

fill_heat::: PI '" fill_dia '" fill_dia '" 0.25 '" fill_feed'" rho'" 1481945.2; 
Q = eta'" V * I; 1* 1481945 comes from Cp-T diag. *1 
if (melt_fill[O] == 'V') Q -: fill_heat; 

qO = 6 '" sqrt(3.0) '" eta'" V '" I I (a '" b '" PI '" sqrt(PI»; 
alpha -3.0 I (a '" a); 
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beta = -3.0 / (b '* b); 

crit_radius = 2500 * a + 0.01; 1* q = 0.0006 % of q(O) */ 
for (e_num 1; e_num <= num_e; e_num++) 

if (hypot(node [e[e_num] .n[2]].x - porigin->x, node[e[e_num].n[2]].y-porigin-> 
< crit_radius) 
{ /* Calculate flux for nodes of this element */ 
for (n_num = 1; n_num < 21; n_num++) 

{ 1* Get temporary copy of element node coords */ 
x[n_num] = node[e[e_num].n[n_nurnJ].x '* 0.001; 
y[n_num] = node[e[e_num] .n[n_num]].y '* 0.001; 
z[n_num] = node[e[e_num] .n[n_num]].z '* 0.001; 
} 

timenum = 0; 
centroid(&centre, 
for (t = start; t 

/* Step through times */ 
x, y. z, e_num); /* get centroidal x.y.z of el. */ 
<= end; t += step) 

{ 

tau = centre.z - vel '* t / 100; 
c= (tau >= 0.0 ? cl c2); 
f = (tau >= 0.0 ? ff fr); 
gamma = -3.0 / (c '* c); 
intmed3 = gamma * tau '* tau; 
intmedl = alpha '* centre.x '* centre.x; 
intmed2 = beta * centre.y '* centre.y; 
flux = exp(intmedl) '* exp(intmed2) '* exp(intmed3); 

/* Multiply by volume, f & q. div by c */ 
if (tri6) 

flux *= 0.5 '* fabs(det(x,y» '* slice_thick '* f * qO / c; 
if (ree8) 

flux *= (fabs(det(x.y» + fabs(det4(x,y») '* slice_thick '* f '* qO / c 
if (peniS) 

{ 

ti = det(x,y); t2 = det(y,z); t3 = det(z,x); 
flux *= 0.5*sqrt(ti*ti+t2*t2+t3*t3) * norm(1,4) *f*qO/c; 
} 

if (hex20) 
flux *= norm(1.5)*norm(1.2)*norm(1,3) '* f * qO / c; 

total_test += flux; 
if (ree8) 

{ 

for(n_num = 1; n_num < 5; n_num++) 
{ 

nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_num]] .jps[timenurn] += flux 1 -12.0; 
nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_numJ] .hot = TRUE; 
nodal [e[e_numJ .n[n_num+4J] .jps[timenumJ += flux / 3.0; 
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nodal [e[e_numJ .n[n_num+4JJ .hot = TRUE; 
} 

squares++; 
} 

if (tri6) 
{ 

for(n_num = 4; n_num < 7; n_num++) 
{ 

nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_num]].jps[timenum] += flux / 3.0; 
nodal [e [e_num] .n[n_num]].hot = TRUE; 
} 

triangles+-!-; 
} 

if (peniS) 
{ 

for(n_num = 1; n_num < 7; n_num++) 
{ 

nodal [e[e_numJ .n[n_numJ] .jps[timenumJ += flux / -9.0; 
nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_num]].hot = TRUE; 
} 

for(n_num ; 7; n_num < 10; n_num++) 
{ 

nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_num]].jps[timenum] += flux / 6.0; 
nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_numJJ.hot = TRUE; 
nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_num+3J] .jps[timenum] += flux / 4.5; 
nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_num+3]] .hot = TRUE; 
nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_num+6]].jps[timenum] += flux / 6.0; 
nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_num+6]] .hot = TRUE; 
} 

wedges++; 
} 

if (hex20) 
{ 

for(n_num=l; n_num < 9; n_num++) 
{ 

nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_num]J.jps[timenum] += flux / -8.0; 
nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_numJ] .hot = TRUE; 
} 

for(n_num=9; n_num < 21; n_num++) 
{ 

nodal[e[e_numJ .n[n_numJJ .jps[timenum] += flux / 6.0; 
nodal [e[e_num] .n[n_numJ] .hot = TRUE; 
} 

bricks++; 
} 

timenum++; 
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if 

} 

} 

for (n_num ::: 1; n_num < 21; n_num++) 
nodal[e[e_num] .n[n_num]].jps[timenum] = 0.0; 

(start < 0) 
{ 

end -= start; 
start = 0 i 
} 

1* Create pafec data deck nodal flux shock module *1 
puts(""riting fluxes to file"); 
if «fp_pafout ::: fopen(paf_filename, ""II» =::: NULL) { 

printf("\nCan't open ''l.s' for output", paf_filename); 
return; 
} 
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fputs(UC *****"'*"''''*'''****************************************\n", fp_pafout); 
fputs("NODAL.FLUX.SHOCK\nNODE.NUMBER FLUX.TIME.LIST\n", fp_pafout); 
for (n_num ::: 0; n_num <= num_n; n_num++) 

if (NONZERONODE) 
{ 

p ::: 0; 

p ::: sprintf(buf, " 

timenum = 1; 

'I.d %8.5f 0.00", n_num, 
nodal [n_num] . j ps [0] ) ; 

for (t ::: start + step; t <= end + step; t += step) 
{ 

if (NONZEROTIME(timenum) I I NONZEROTIME(timenum-1» 
p += sprintf(buf+p," %8.5f %4.2f". nodal[n_num] .jps[timenum]. 

1.0*t/100); 
timenum++; 
if (p > 65) 

{ 

} 

sprintf(buf+p, "\n"); 
fputs(buf, fp_pafout); 
p ::: sprintf (buf. "", II); 

} 

if (p > 13) sprintf(buf+p, "\n") , fputs(buf, fp_pafout); 
} 

fputs(II\n", fp_pafout); 
fclose(fp_pafout); 
printf("total flux;;;: 'l.e\n", total_test); 
puts("Finished. "); 
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} 

centroid(centre, x, y, z, e_num) 
struct 

{ 

float x; 
float y; 
float z; 

} *centre; 
double x[21], y[21], z[21]; 

if (rec8) 
{ 

centre->x 
centre->y 
centre->z 

} 

if (tri6) 
{ 

centre->x 
centre->y 
centre->z 

} 

if (hex20) 
{ 

centre->x 
centre->y 
centre->z 

} 

if (peniS) 
{ 

centre->x 
centre->y 
centre->z 

} 

} 

::: 

= 
= 

:: 

= 
= 

::: 

::: 

== 

= 
= 

1* N.B. e_num needed for tri6, rec8 expressions *1 

(x[2] + x [3] ) '" 0.5; 
(y [2] .. y [3]) '" 0.5; 
0.0; 

(x[1] ... x [2] ... x [3]) I 3.0; 
(y [1] ... y [2] ... y [3J) I 3.0; 
0.0; 

(x [1] + x [8]) * 0.5; 
(y[1] ... y [8J) * 0.5; 
(z [1] ... z [8] ) '" 0.5; 

(x[1]+x[2]"'x[3]+x[4]"'x[S]+x[6]) I 6.0; 

(y[1]+y[2]+y(3J+y[4J+y[SJ+y[6]) I 6.0; 

(z[1]+z[2]+z[3]+z[4J+z[5]+z[6]) I 6.0; 
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B.4 EXTRACT.C 

• include stdio; 
# include stdlib; 
# include descrip; 
t include math; 

main(argc.tfile) 
int argc; 
char *tfile 0 ; 
{ 

FILE *fpt. *fpop, *fpop1. *fopen(); 
int i, j, k, timenum, numtimes. numnodes, isequal(), belo~8= FALSE; 
int belo~S= FALSE, thou= 1000, hund: 100, neghund= -100, tvo=2; 
char reqd [21J [5]. holder [5] "" line [134]. check. test, lp; 
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char nodenum. ansver[] = " ", reply1[2], reply2[2]. reply3[2] ,reply4[2J 
float time [1000] , temp[21] [1000J , slope[21] [1000], filename[20]; 
float timestep. initial, final[3]; 
auto $DESCRIPTOR(titlel,"Temperature V Time 
auto $DESCRIPTOR(title2,"TEMP GRADIENT V TIME 
auto $DESCRIPTOR(control,"LABEL/CONTROL.\O"); 
auto $DESCRIPTOR(name,"LABEL/NAHE.\O"); 
auto $DESCRIPTOR(number,"LINE/NUMBER.\O"); 
auto $DESCRIPTOR(text,"LINE/TEXT.\O"); 

(FEM)\O"); 
(FEM)\O"); 

auto $DESCRIPTOR(yaxis, "Temperature 
auto $DESCRIPTOR(xaxis,"Cooling Time 
auto $DESCRIPTOR(l, "L \0") ; 

(Degrees C)$\O"); 
(seconds)$\O"); 

auto $DESCRIPTOR(b."B\O"); 

struct 
{ 

float time; 
float temp; 

} max, five[S], eight [5] , cooltims[22]; 

1* Input required nodes from user *1 
time[O]= 0.0; 
nodenum:::: -1; 
printf("\nTemperatures and Graphing from PAFEC Output\n"); 
while (!isequal("-1", answer) && nodenum ( 20) 

{ 

printf("\nEnter the required node number (-1 to end): "); 
scanf(tlY,s" ,answer); 
if (!isequalC"-1", ans'Wer)) 
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} 
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{ 

k= strlen(ansver); 
if (k g= 1) strcpy(holder," "); 
if (k == 2) strcpy(holder," . II); 
if (k == 3) strcpy(holder," II); 

if (k > 3) strcpy(holder,tllt): 
strcat(holder,ansver); 
strcpy(reqd[++nodenum],holder); 
printf("Enter temperature at 0.0 sec: II); 

initial g 0.0: 
scanf(II%f", .tinitial); 
temp[nodenum][O] = initial; 
} 

numnodes = nodenum+l; 
printf("\nGraph the temperature history (yIn) ? "); 
scanf ("%13". reply 1) : 

printf("\nGraph the temperature gradient (yIn) ? II); 

scanf("y's", reply2): 
printf("\nCreate file of nodal temperatures (yIn) ? "); 
scanf("%s", reply3); 
printf("\nCreate file of cooling data (yIn) ? It); 

scanf("%s", reply4); 

1* Open time/temperature output file from PAFEC *1 
strcpy(f ilename, tfile [1.]); 
strcat(filename, ".007"); 
if «fpt ::: fopen(filename, "r"» -- NULL) 

{ 

printf (t1\nCan't open ''los' file for input" ,filename) ; 
return; 
} 

timenum= 0; 
printf(lI\n"); 

1* Look for next time *1 
while (fgets(line,133,fpt) !::: NULL && timenum < 1000) 

if(isequal("T I", line» 
{ 

1* Found new time *1 
time[++timenum] ::: atof(line+l1); 
printf("\ntime [Y.d]::: %5 .3f", timenum, time [timenum]); 

1* Read past rubbish *1 
for (i=O; i++ < 12; fgets(line,133,fpt)); 
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/* Nov extract temps for the given node numbers */ 
vhile (line[OJ != '5') /* i.e. until next time value */ 

{ 

if (line[4J > 'I' tt 1ine[6J < ':') /* Check not text In */ 
for (lp=l; 1p < 101; 1p+= 24) 

for (nodenum~O; nodenum < numnodes; nodenum++) 
if (isequa1(reqd[nodenumJ, line+lp» 

{ 

temp [nodenumJ [timenumJ = atof(line+lp+8); 
} 

if (fgets(line,133,fpt) == NULL) break; 
} 

} 

fclose(fpt); 
numtimes = timenum + 1; 
timestep = time[2] - time[lJ; 

/* Nov calculate gradients of temperature/time curves */ 
printf("\n\nCalculating temperature gradients"); 
for (nodenum=O; nodenum < numnodas; nodenum++) 

{ 

for(timenum=O; timenum < numtimes-l; timenum++) 
slope [nodenum] [timenumJ = (temp [nodenumJ [t imenum+ 1] 

temp [nodenum] [timenumJ) / timestep; 
slope [nodenum] [timenum] = slope [nodenum] [timenum-l]; 
} 

/* Nov create "gmeta.cgm" NCAR file */ 
if (replyl[O] == 'y' II replyl[O] == 'V') { 

printf("\nCreating plot file of temps"); 
opngks(); 

} 

ezmxy(time, temp, &thou. &numnodes, &numtimes, &titlel); 
clsgksO; 

if (reply2[0] == 'y' I I reply2[0] == 'V') { 
printf("\nCreating plot file of slopes"); 
opngks(); 

} 

ezmxy(time, slope, &thou, &numnodes. &numtimes. &tit1e2); 
clsgks(); 
exitO; 

/* Nov create "temps.dat" file of temps/slopes. if required */ 
/* Open output file */ 
if (reply3[O] == 'y' I I reply3[O] 'V') 
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{ 

print! ("\nCreating file of nodal temps and slopes"); 
if «fpop :: fopen(lItemps.dat". "y"» == NULL) 

{ 

printf(lI\nCan't open 'temps.dat' file for output"); 
return; 
} 

1* Write the times, temps l slopes *1 
for (nodenum=O; nodenum < numnodes; nodenum++) 

for(timenum=O; timenum < numtimes; timenum++) 

} 

fprintf(fpop,IITime[%s] [%d] = %5.3f, Temp: %8.3f, Slope:::: %7.3f\n", 
reqd[nodenum] .timenum,time[timenum] ,temp [nodenum] [timenumJ. 
slope [nodenum] [timenum]); 

fclose(fpop); 

1* Now create file of cooling data *1 
if (reply4[O] == 'y' I I reply4[O] == 'V') 

{ 

print! ("\nCreating file of cooling data for nodes"); 
if «fpopl '" fopen(lIcooling.dat", "w"» == NULL) 

{ 

printf("\nCan't open 'cooling.dat' file for output"); 
return; 
} 

for (nodenum :: 0; nodenum < numnodes; nodenum++) 
{ 

max. temp ::: 0.0; 
beloY8 = FALSE; 
belowS '" FALSE; 
for (timenum ::: 0; timenum < numtimes; timenum++) 

{ 

if (temp [nodenum] [timenum] > max.temp) 
{ 

max.temp temp [nodenum] [timenum] ; 
max.time ::: time[timenum]; 
} 

if (!beloy8 tt max.temp > 800.000 tt temp [nodenum] [timenum] < 800.000) 
{ 

below8 = TRUE; 
for (i ::: -2; i < 2; i++) 

{ 

eight [3+i] .time ::: time[timenum+i]; 
eight [3+i] . temp ::: temp [nodenum] [timenum+i]; 
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} 

eight [0] .time = eight[2].time + «800-eight[2] .temp) I 
(eight[3].temp-eight[2] . temp) '" (eight[3].time-eight[2] .time»; 

} 

if (!belov5 i& max.temp > 500 it temp [nodenum] [timenum] < 500) 
{ 

} 

below5 ::: TRUE; 
if (timenum < (numtimes-2» 

for (i = -2; i < 2; iTT) 
{ 

five [3+i] .time = time[timenum+i]; 
five [3+i] . temp = temp [nodenum] [timenum+i]; 
} 

else 
for (i = -4; i < 0; iTT) 

{ 

five[5+i].time = time[numtimes+i]; 
five[5+i].temp = temp [nodenum] [numtimes+i] ; 
} 

five[O].time = five[2] .time + «500-five[2].temp) I 
(five [3] . temp-five [2] . temp) '" (five [3] . time-five [2] . time)) ; 

} 

if (!below5 i& max.temp > 500) 
{ 

for (i ::: -4; i < 0; i++) 
{ 

five[5+i].time = time[numtimes+i]: 
five[5+i].temp = temp [nodenum] [numtimes+i]; 
} 

five[O].time = five[3] .time + «500-five[2].temp) I 
(five[3] .temp-five[2].temp) '" (five[3].time-five[2] .time»; 

} 

fprintf(fpop1, "Node %s\n Max Temp= %5.3f", reqd[nodenum]. max.temp); 
fprintf(fpop1," at Time= %5.3f\n", max.time); 
if (belov8) 

{ 

for (i = 1; i < 5; i++) 
fprintf(fpop1," Time::: %5.3f, Temp= %5.3f\n", eight[i] .time, 

eight [i] . temp) ; 
fprintf(fpop1, " Temp 800 deg. @ 1.5.3f sec.\n", eight[O].time); 
} 

if (max.temp > 500) 
{ 

for (i = 1; i < 5; i++) 
fprintf(fpopl, " Time:: %5.3f, Temp:: 1.5.3f\n", five[i] .time, 
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fprintf (fpop1, " 
} 
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five[i] .temp); 
Temp::: 500 deg. «l %5.3f sec.\nU

, five [0] .time); 

if (belowS) 
{ 

} 

cooltims[nodenum].temp '" max.temp; 
cooltims[nodenum] .time '" five[O].time - eight[O].time; 
fprintf(fpop1," Time(S-5) '" Y,5.3f\nU

, cooltims[nodenum] .time); 
} 

for (nodenum = 0; nodenum < numnodes; nodenum++) 
if «cooltims[nodenum].temp < 14S0.000) && (nodenum> 1) 

~& (nodenum < numnodes - 1» 
{ 

1* Normal interpolation ... *1 
final[O] '" cooltims[nodenum-1].time; 
final[O] -= (cooltims[nodenum-1].temp - 14S0) 

* (cooltims[nodenum-1] .time - cooltims[nodenum] .time) 
1 (cooltims[nodenum-l] .temp - cooltims[nodenum] .temp); 

1* from above ... *1 
final[1] '" cooltims[nodenum-2].time; 
final[1] -= (cooltims[nodenum-2].temp - 1480) 

* (cooltims[nodenum-2] .time - cooltims[nodenum-1] .time) 
1 (cooltims[nodenum-2].temp - cooltims[nodenum-l] .temp); 

1* from below ... *1 
final[2] = cooltims[nodenum+l].time*(14S0-cooltims[nodenum] .temp) 

- cooltims[nodenum] .time*(14S0-cooltims[nodenum+l] .temp); 
final[2] 1= (cooltims[nodenum+l] . temp-cooltims[nodenum] .'"temp); 

fprintf(fpopl, It 

fprintf(fpop1, " 
fprintf(fpop1, II 

break; 
} 

fclose(fpopl) ; 
} 

From Above ::: %5.3f\n", 
Across Middle'" %5.3f\n", 
From Belo'll '" %5 .3f\nll, 

final (j.] ) ; 
final [0]) ; 
final[2]) ; 

printf(t'\nFinished. "); 

int isequal(char a[], char be]) 
{ 
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} 

int i; 

for (i=O; a[i] != '\0'; i++) 
if (a[i] != b[i]) return(O); 

r4Jturn(l) ; 

B.5 BAK_CONVERT.C 

#include stdio; 
Unclude math; 
.include ctype; 

'define HAXNODE 3300 

main(argc,tfile) 
int argc; 
char .tfile 0 ; 
{ 

FILE *fpt, *fpop, *fopen(); 
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int atoi(), i, timenum, numtimes, nodenum, numnodes, isequal(), Ip, Ip_max; 
char line[134], in_filename [25] , out_filename [25] ; 
float thistime, reqd[20]; 
double atof 0 ; 
struct 

{ 

int node [MAXNODE] ; 
float temp [HAXNODE] ; 

} time[20]; 

printf(lI\nBackward Conversion: PAFEC -> Generic Results\n"); 
/* Input required times from user */ 

timenum= 0; 
while (reqd[timenum] > -0.1 && timenurn < 20) 

{ 

printf("\nEnter required time [Y,d] (\"-1\" to end): " timenum); 
s canf ( "'l.f", &reqd [t imenum] ) ; 
if (reqd [timenum] > -0.1) timenurnH ; 

} 

numtimes ::: timenum - 1; 

/* Open time/temperature output file from PAFEC */ 
strcpy(in_filename, tfile[l] , strlen(tfile[l])); 
strcat(in_filename, ".007"); 
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if «fpt :::: fopen(in_filename. "r"» ::::::: NULL) 
{ 

printf(lI\nCan't open '%s' file for input",in_filename); 
return; 
} 

timenum= 0; 
printf("\n\nReading PAFEC Output File '%s"', in_filename); 

1* Look for next time *1 
while (fgets(line.133.fpt) != 0 4& timenum <= numtimes) 

if(isequal("T III. line» 
{ 1* Found next time *1 
thistime :::: atof(line+11); 
if(fabs(thistime - reqd[timenum]) < 0.001) 

{ 1* Found a required time *1 
printf("\nreading temps for time[%dJ :", timenum); 
nodenum :::: 0; 
for (i=O; i <12; i++) 

fgets(line,133,fpt); 1* Read past rubbish at start *1 

1* Now extract temp for each node number *1 
while (line [OJ !:::: , S I U line [0] !:::: 'T') 

{ 

lp_max :::: strlen(line); 
if (lp_max > 105) Ip_max ::: 105; 

1* until next time *1 

if (isdigit(line[4]» 1* Check not text line *1 
for (lp=1; lp < lp_max; lp+= 24) 

{ 

time[timenumJ.node[nodenum] ::: atoi(line+lp); 
time[timenum].temp[nodenum] ::: atof(line+lp+9); 
nodenum++; 
} 

fgets(line,133,fpt); 
} 

numnodes :::: nodenum - 1; 
if(numnodes> MAXNODE) puts("ERROR nodes> array-size"); 
printf(" %d temps found", numnodes+1); 
timenum++; 
} 

} 

fclose(fpt); 

1* Nov create ".g" 
1* Open output file 
strcpy(out_filename. 

file of nodes/temps *1 
*1 

tf ile [1] • strlen(tfile[1]»; 
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} 

strcat (out_filename , II .g"); 
if «fpop =: fopen(out_filename, "ll")) == NULL) 

{ 

printf("\nCan't open '1.5' file for output", out_filename); 
return; 
} 

printf("\n\nWriting Generic Results File '%s''', out_filename); 
1* Write the times, nodes & temps *1 
for (timenum=O; timenum <= numtimes; timenum++) 

{ 

printf("\nllriting temps for time [%d] II , timenum); 
fprintf(fpop, flCase = y'5.3f_secs\n U

, reqd[timenum]); 
fputs(tlCat ::: NOD\n", fpop); 
fputs(IITypes '" Temperature\n", fpop); 
fputs(IIDATA\n\n", fpop); 
for(nodenum=O; nodenum <= numnodes; nodenum++) 

fprintf(fpop,"%d '/.7.3f\n ll
, time[timenum].node[nodenum], 

time[timenum].temp[nodenum]); 
} 

fclose (fpop) ; 
printf("\nFinished."); 

int isequal(char a[], char be]) 
{ 

} 

int i; 

for (i=O; i < strlen(a); i++) 
if (a[i] != b[i]) return(O); 

return(!) ; 
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Appendix C 

Example 
eck 

ayout of P AFEC D 

C ********** •• ************************************************ 
TITLE Example Data Deck 
C ************************************************************ 
C CONTROL MODULE 
CONTROL 
C FULL.CONTROL 
C PHASE:1 ,2 ,4 
CALC.STEADY.TEHPS 
CALC. TRANS. TEMPS 
SAVE. TEMPS 
CONTROL.END 

C NODES MODULE 
NODES 
NODE. NUMBER AXIS.NUMBER X 

1 1 0.000000 
2 1 0.000000 
3 1 0.001250 
4 1 0.000000 
5 1 0.000000 
6 1 0.001250 
7 1 0.000000 
8 1 0.000000 

Y Z 
0.000000 0.002500 
0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 

-0.001250 0.000000 
0.000000 0.005000 
0.000000 0.005000 

-0.001250 0.005000 
0.000000 0.007500 

C ************************************************************ 
C ELEMENTS MODULE 
ELEMENTS 

a 
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NUMBER GROUP.NUMBER ELEMENT.TYPE PROPERTIES TOPOLOGY 
1 1 39710 11 2725 2477 2752 2514 2728 2481 2755 2518 2478 2754 

2517 2515 2727 2480 2753 2516 2482 2756 2520 2519 
2 1 39710 11 3049 2725 3070 2752 3052 2728 3073 2755 2855 3072 

2754 2871 3051 2727 3071 2753 2856 3074 2756 2872 
3 1 39710 11 2728 2481 2755 2518 2731 2485 2758 2522 2482 2756 

2520 2519 2730 2484 2757 2521 2486 2759 2524 2523 
4 1 39710 11 3052 2728 3073 2755 3055 2731 3076 2758 2856 3074 

2756 2872 3054 2730 3075 2757 2857 3077 2759 2873 

C ************************************************************* 
C VARIABLE MATERIAL MODULE (THERH COND & SPEC HEAT) 
VARIABLE. MATERIAL 
VARIABLE.MATERIAL.NUMBER MATERIAL.NUMBER TABLE. NUMBER PROPERTY.NUMBER 

11 12 1 7 
12 1 

C TABLES MODULE OF VARIABLE MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
TABLES 
TABLE.NUMBER 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 

BASIS. VALUE 
0 

50 
100 
150 

3000 
o 

100 
150 

1540 
3000 

VALUE 
46.1 
46.1 
46.5 
45.6 

120 
450.0 
477.3 
494.0 

700.0 

700.0 

2 8 

C ************************************************************* 
C ITERATION MODULE FOR VARIABLE MATERIALS 
ITERATION 
CHECK MAXITE NMAX PRINT. CONTROL 
3.0 15 80 o 

C ************************************************************* 
C TEMPERATURE MODULE 
TEMPERATURE 



TEMPERATURE LIST.Of.NODES 
25 40 
25 229 
25 297 
25 727 
25 1047 
25 1215 

C ** ••• *.* ••• * ••••••••••• *** •••••••• "'**** ••• **.******* •• * •• ***** 
NODAL.FLUX.SHOCK 
NODE. NUMBER FLUX. TIME. LIST 

1 0.00000 0.00 0.00004 3.00 0.00036 3.30 0.00250 

'" 0.01502 3.90 0.07731 4.20 0.34125 4.50 1.29182 

* 4.19398 5.10 11.67733 5.40 27.88390 5.70 57.10259 

* 100.28834 6.30 151.05582 6.60 195.12675 6.90 216.16660 

• 167.49313 7.50 163.72476 7.80 157.33299 8.10 148.63232 
lit 138.03677 8.70 126.02721 9.00 113.11546 9.30 99.80851 
>I< 86.57674 9.90 73.82832 10.20 61.89174 10.50 51.00708 

• 41.32533 11.10 32.91472 11.40 25.77224 11.70 19.83819 

'" 15.01205 12.30 11.16776 12.60 8.16733 12.90 5.87195 

• 4.15023 13.50 2.88370 13.80 1.96978 14.10 1.32273 
>I< 0.87320 14.70 0.56669 15.00 0.36154 15.30 0.22676 
lit 0.13982 15.90 0.08475 16.20 0.05050 16.50 0.02959 
lit 0.01704 17.10 0.00965 17.40 0.00537 17 .70 0.00294 

* 0.00158 18.30 0.00084 18.60 0.00043 18.90 0.00022 

* 0.00011 19.50 0.00006 19.80 0.00003 20.10 0.00001 

'" 0.00001 20.70 0.00000 21.00 

C .**.************.*****.***."'*********.*********************"'*** 
UNSTEADY.THERMAL.TIMES 
TIME.STEP MAX. TIME 

0.3 
END.Of.DATA 

62 
NUMBER 

3 
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3.60 
4.80 
6.00 
7.20 
8.40 
9.60 

10.80 
12.00 
13.20 
14.40 
15.60 
16.80 
18.00 
19.20 
20.40 
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A endix D 

erat 
roperties 

C 
% 

0.315 

W 
% 
Nil 

ependent Thermal 

Table D.l: Composition of En14 

Si Mn S P Cr Ni 
% % % % % % 

0.20 0.69 0.036 0.039 1.09 0.073 

Mo V Cu Ai As 
% % % % % 

0.012 Nil 0.066 0.005 0.028 .. 
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Table 0.2: Thermal Properties of En14 

Thermal Specific 
Conductivity Heat 

Temp T.C. Temp S.H. 
(OC) (J/s/mrC) i (OC) (J/kgrC) 

0 46.1 0 450.0 
50 46.1 100 477.3 

100 46.5 150 ·494.0 
150 45.6 200 510.8 
200 44.8 250 527.5 
250 44.0 300 544.3 
300 43.2 350 565.2 
350 41.4 400 590.3 
400 40.2 450 615.5 
450 38.5 500 649.0 
500 37.3 550 695.0 
550 36.0 600 741.1 
600 34.3 650 778.7 
650 32.7 700 837.4 
700 31.4 750 1448.6 
750 30.6 800 820.6 
800 29.7 850 556.8 
850 26.4 900 535.9 
900 26.8 1100 615.5 
950 26.8 1150 623.8 

1000 27.2 1200 632.2 
1050 28.1 1250 636.4 
1100 28.5 1300 644.8 
1150 29.3 1479 650.0 
1200 29.7 1480 6200.0 
1479 32.8 1530 6200.0 
1480 120.0 1531 705.0 
3000 120.0 1540 700.0 

3000 700.0 
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Table E.l: Carbon and Magnesium 

Size 10mm 12mm 16mm 20mm 24mm 28mm 32mm 
%C % Mn 
.18 1.10-1.40 1.10-1.42 1.10-1.45 1.15-1.45 1.27-1.45 1.33-1.45 -

.19 1.10-1.35 1.10-1.35 1.10-1.42 1.12-1.43 1.22-1.45 1.22-1.45 1.29-1.45 

.20 1.10-1.30 1.10-1.30 1.10-1.35 1.10-1.38 1.15-1.45 1.20-1.45 1.24-1.45 

.21 1.10-1.23 1.10-1.23 1.10-1.29 1.10-1.32 1.10-1.45 1.14-1.45 1.18-1.45 

.22 1.10-1.18 1.10-1.18 1.10-1.23 1.10-1.26 1.10-1.40 1.10-1.44 1.12-1.45 
Aim 

0.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.25 
• 

1.30 1.30 1.35 

Vanadium Aim 0.040% - Range 0.035 - 0.050 

(IIW) CE CtMn/6t(CrtMot V)/5+(NHCu)/15 0.51% (max) 

Table E.2: Other Elements 

Element Min I - - . Aim I 
Silicon .30 .45 .35 I 
Phosphorous & Sulphur .050 0.040x • 
Vanadium .035 .050 0.040x 
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